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Chapter 981: What are you looking at? 

 

What are you looking at? 

What Feng Xiaoxiao didn’t know was why did the noble House Yu and Xiao wanted. They were two big 

organizations. How did Lin Yi dare to provoke them? Moreover, how did Lin Yi manage to come out on 

top of the situation? 

“No! House Yu and Xiao ceased fire. There is no new update, it might be that they are afraid?” Zhong 

Pinliang knew that the information was limited. However, he understood that from such a big 

organization, it was impossible for them to not retaliate. 

“Oh…” Feng Xiaoxiao nodded. She decided that when she returned home, she would ask her dad about 

it. He should know more about it! 

“So, Xiaoxiao sis, we shouldn’t provoke Lin Yi anymore. I’m saying this for your own good!” Zhong 

Pinliang spoke up. 

“Fine, fine. I understand. I won’t provoke him!” Feng Xiaoxiao thought to herself that if she provoked 

him, then she will resolve it with her own hands. In the end, when facing danger, they would always 

protect themselves first. 

Haha, seems like Lin Yi didn’t treat Feng Xiaoxiao as an enemy. Her hard work had reaped some reward! 

“Okay, then you remember it! You have been warned!” Zhong Pinliang saw that Feng Xiaoxiao was deep 

in thought, so he didn’t say anything else. This was the extent of their working relationship. If Lin Yi 

really sought him out, he had already explained his position. 

For that reason, Zhong Pinliang had secretly recorded the whole conversation. This would be used to 

prove his innocence! Nevertheless, Zhong Pinliang had grown smarter and sinister. 

Lin Yi sent Tang Yun a message, it was a date to meet by the tree in the school courtyard. While Lin Yi 

was waiting by the school courtyard, Tang Yun didn’t show up. Instead, Lin Yi’s phone rang. 

“Hello?” it was sent from an unknown number. Lin Yi could’ve guessed who the caller was. It was none 

other than Feng Xiaoxiao’s dad. 

“How are you? Is this Lin Yi? I’m Feng Tianlong,” Lin Yi was spot on in his guess. 

“Feng… Uncle, how are you doing” Lin Yi forgot how to greet people. He normally uses formal speech 

with elders. When they were a squad during missions, Feng Tianlong was the captain, Lin Yi was the 

vice-captain, so they both spoke as if they were on equal ranks. Now that he had moved away from that 

life, Lin Yi thought that it was best to greet him with respect as an elder. 

Feng Tianlong wasn’t slow on the uptake, he heard Lin Yi’s hesitation. He chuckled “You and my 

daughter are classmates if you called me uncle, then isn’t that my loss?” 



“Haha, you don’t lose,” Lin Yi laughing off the joke. “So, what is Uncle Feng looking to speak with me 

about?” 

“There is something that I wanted to talk about. Lin Yi, do you have time to meet?” Feng Tianlong 

continued. “It still feels a little weird for me to call you Lin Yi. I haven’t adjusted it yet. I’m so used to 

calling you Eagle…” 

“Is it a public or private matter?” Lin Yi was slightly disturbed. Feng Tianlong had brought up this subject 

before, so Lin Yi couldn’t predict what he wanted to do. 

“Private matter!” Feng Tianlong confirmed. “If it was a public matter, then it won’t be me who comes to 

speak with you. It will be Director Xia himself,” 

“Is this regarding Feng Xiaoxiao?” Lin Yi guessed. Now that Feng Tianlong had sought him out, and it was 

a matter pertaining to Feng Xiaoxiao, was it possible that he misunderstood there was a relationship 

between him and Feng Xiaoxiao? 

“That is correct…” Feng Tianlong laughed. “It is about Feng Xiaoxiao!” 

“Uncle Feng, before you continue, I must clarify my relationship with Feng Xiaoxiao. It is not the type 

that you imagine…” Lin Yi needed to speak up before it was too late. 

“What relationship?” Feng Tianlong laughed. “Let me finish first?” 

“Okay, Uncle Feng continue,” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Lin Yi, I’m here to find you for this matter, it is about Xiaoxiao’s body. As for your relationship, I already 

know. Did you forget what I do for my job?” Feng Tianlong laughed. 

“Ah… I forgot,” Lin Yi laughing it off. He had left his former lifestyle for over two months already. He 

wasn’t too used to it yet. Feng Tianlong had a large number of information gatherers, so if he wanted to 

know about the situation inside the school, it wouldn’t be difficult at all! 

As for his relationship with Feng Xiaoxiao, there was no need to explain. Feng Tianlong knew all about it. 

“Do you have time to meet? Face to face?” Feng Tianlong asked. 

“Right now?” Lin Yi didn’t have an issue, but he had sent a message to Tang Yun to meet already. It 

seemed like he has to cancel the date! 

“Right now, I am at Pengzhan Business Hotel, room 1209. You can just come find me,” Feng Tianlong 

spoke up. “Can you bring your girlfriend along too?” 

“Bring my girlfriend?” Lin Yi was taken back a little. He didn’t understand where Feng Tianlong was going 

with this. 

“She is called Tang Yun, right? I wanted to see her,” Feng Tianlong continued. “I also have a few words I 

want to talk to her about…” 

“Then… Okay!” Lin Yi was slightly disturbed that Feng Tianlong needed to speak with Tang Yun, but out 

of his trust for Feng Tianlong, he agreed! It was because they were war pals for many years, Lin Yi can 

trust his back to Feng Tianlong, he wouldn’t betray him. 



If he requested that Tang Yun went along, then Feng Tianlong must have his reason! 

“Then I will wait for you! We haven’t met for a long time, after that brief moment at Yanjing City, we 

couldn’t reconnect. I keep thinking about you, then you show up at Songshan City high school. Your 

history and whereabouts, I am very curious about it all!” Feng Tianlong started smiling at the old times. 

“That is all in the past… Tang Yun doesn’t know my history,” said Lin Yi. 

“Oh? I understand, then I won’t bring those up…” Feng Tianlong was shocked but quickly added. 

Lin Yi hung up the phone to see Tang Yun running over. Lin Yi discovered that Tang Yun’s chest was 

starting to mature correctly, her school outfit was a size too small! 

“Did you wait for a long time? With the teacher present, I couldn’t ditch the class. I had to wait until it 

was over before I can come,” Tang Yun fixed her messy hair. She made a mess when she ran at full 

speed. 

“I just got here, I was on the phone until you arrived,” Lin Yi stared at Tang Yun’s chest. He had the urge 

to touch a little. 

“Oh…” Tang Yun saw where Lin Yi was looking, she blushed and asked “What… What are you looking 

at?” 

Chapter 982: You Misunderstood! 

 

You Misunderstood! 

“Your school outfit looks a little small?” said Lin Yi. 

“Is… Is that so?” Tang Yun was slightly embarrassed that Lin Yi could tell her sizes. She was worried that 

there would be side effects. However, her clothes do seem like it is smaller. Even her bra seemed 

smaller. Then, all her previous clothes purchases would be a huge waste! Tang Yun didn’t want to let it 

go to waste, but she can’t say it out loud to Lin Yi. So she pretended to not have known “it probably 

shrunk from over washing?” 

“Oh, I thought that you had grown out of it,” Lin Yi was staring hard at Tang Yun’s chest. 

“I… How would I know?” Tang Yun wouldn’t admit to having her breast enlarged. It was all because of 

Chen Yushu and her provocation! Tang Yun was a naturally shy girl, so if anyone found out that she did 

enlargement for a guy then she would die from embarrassment. 

“No, I think it actually grew in size?” Lin Yi persisted. 

“Ah ah, I don’t know anymore!” Tang Yun pressed her hands against her ears so she couldn’t hear 

anymore. Except her face was flushed red. How was it possible that he could tell? Was he always so 

focused on this part? 

“Oh, if it’s like this then it’s not bad at all” Lin Yi encouraged. “How does it feel to the hand?” 



“You… What do you want to say?” Tang Yun glared. “If you continue and other people hear us, what 

would they think? We should… We should go…” 

“Oh right, do you have any time right now?” Lin Yi didn’t forget that he still had a meeting with Feng 

Tianlong. 

“Right now? What did you want to do?” Tang Yun asked. 

“Come with me to Pengzhan Hotel,” said Lin Yi. 

“What?” Tang Yun was blushing red. 

Lin Yi suddenly wanted to bring her to the hotel? For what reason? Tang Yun started thinking perversely. 

Then she recalled that Lin Yi was staring intensely at her chest. Which was why Tang Yun believes that 

the two events are correlated and Lin Yi was bringing her to the hotel for adult activities! 

They both are lunch already, so it wasn’t to go there to eat. So why did they need to go to the hotel? 

Going to Pengzhan Hotel at this time was either for food or for the hotel services. It was more likely that 

they were there for something other than eating… 

“Are we… Moving a little too far…” Tang Yun was worried that if she rejects too hard then Lin Yi won’t 

be happy with her. At least to Tang Yun, she wasn’t mentally prepared even if she accepted Lin Yi. She 

knew that it would’ve happened sooner or later, but she thought that it would happen after she had 

enrolled in college. They were still juniors in high school, and it was still a little too fast for Tang Yun… 

“What? What is too fast?” Lin Yi wasn’t sure about what Tang Yun was talking about. They were just 

going to the Hotel, so what does that have to do with relationship development? 

Hearing Lin Yi’s slight disappointment in his voice made Tang Yun decide her next course of action 

“Then… Let’s do it today. I don’t think I’m in my ovulation cycle yet…” 

“Oh!” Lin Yi suddenly realized what she was referring to. He nearly clipped his tongue from crying out 

loud. Tang Yun’s misunderstanding made Lin Yi laugh with tears coming from his eyes. Tang Yun thought 

they were going to the Hotel to have fun! 

“hm…” Tang Yun was frightened by the sudden shout. She hesitated as she looked at Lin Yi. 

“Yunyun, you misunderstood! I’m bringing you to Pengzhan Hotel to let you meet someone. Do you 

have time?” Lin Yi was moved by the seductiveness of Tang Yun. He wouldn’t force Tang Yun to do 

something she wasn’t ready for. Everything should happen naturally. That would be the best! As for 

love, Lin Yi enjoyed it the most when they can understand each other. When both hearts are aligned, all 

other issues are just not as important! 

“This…” Tang Yun blushed even more. She couldn’t explain herself. Did she misunderstand? How could 

she have misunderstood if Lin Yi didn’t speak so vaguely! What a naughty person! Lin Yi didn’t clarify so 

he set me up into that position! Tang Yun was so embarrassed that she felt like a fool. She wanted to 

find a pothole and stick her head inside! 

“Haha, you sure overthinking again,” Lin Yi laughing it off. 



“Despicable! I’ll bite you to death!” Tang Yun fakes the motion of biting. She needed an outlet to vent 

her frustrations. “Who am I seeing? Must you bring me along?” 

“It is Feng Xiaoxiao’s father,” said Lin Yi. 

“OH?!” Tang Yun was shocked by the name. She was hesitant, “Feng Xiaoxiao’s father? Why would he… 

look for us?” 

It is hard for Tang Yun to not be nervous. From her point of view, Feng Xiaoxiao’s dad, Tang Yun, and Lin 

Yi had nothing in common. So when Feng Xiaoxiao’s dad wanted to meet with them two, it is hard for 

Tang Yun to remain calm! 

Swimming inside Tang Yun’s head were scenes from where Feng Xiaoxiao’s father was a bully. He was 

pressuring Tang Yun to leave Lin Yi! Asking her how much it would take her to leave. These scenes were 

commonly found in plots for love drama in TV series! 

Thinking about Feng Xiaoxiao’s background, how she was always in her supercar driving to school. Tang 

Yun felt like she had lost a battle even before she had begun fighting! 

“I don’t know, but it is regarding Xiaoxiao…” Lin Yi shook his head. He had no idea what Feng Tianlong 

was planning, but he trusts him. 

“Oh…” Tang Yun wasn’t pleased when Lin Yi had called Feng Xiaoxiao by her nickname. It sounded like 

they were close, and that didn’t sit right with Tang Yun. Between him and Feng Xiaoxiao, was there 

really nothing? Tang Yun couldn’t be too sure. 

“What’s wrong? You don’t look too happy?” Lin Yi could tell that Tang Yun didn’t look too good. 

“No… There’s nothing wrong…” Tang Yun shook her head. She was worried, but she can’t find out new 

information from just asking. 

“If you don’t want to go, I can tell that to Uncle Feng,” Lin Yi wasn’t too sure why Tang Yun was upset, 

but if she didn’t want to go then he won’t force her. 

“No need, I will go,” Tang Yun shook her head! Even if she was hesitant, what would happen if she 

doesn’t go? If Feng Tianlong negotiated a deal with Lin Yi while she wasn’t present, then it will be her 

loss. No matter what, she needs to find out what Feng Xiaoxiao’s dad had in store for both of them! 

Even if Feng Xiaoxiao didn’t believe that Lin Yi would be the type to give her up over small benefits. Ever 

since Lin Yi had given her an engagement ring, Tang Yun knew that she wanted to be his woman forever. 

He had chosen her as much as she had chosen him. 

Even so, there are some things that have to be cleared up. Females were curious in nature, Tang Yun 

wants to find out the truth of the matter! 

“Ah, okay, let’s go then,” Lin Yi smiled. 

Chapter 983: Casual Encounter 

 

Casual Encounter 



“You… You wouldn’t abandon me right?” Tang Yun was taken back. 

“I was afraid that you wouldn’t want me,” Lin Yi was speaking the truth. This type of casual lifestyle had 

caused him some distress. 

“I… I am speaking the truth!” Tang Yun was firm with her words. “I am the type of person that is loyal 

until the end. If you don’t want me, then I won’t let another person touch me!” 

Tang Yun was referring to the matter when she and Lin Yi had eloped to a hotel room the night before. 

She knew that Lin Yi would understand her meaning. 

Lin Yi nodded, he picked up Tang Yun’s hand. He understood her worries, and he knew where her heart 

lied. 

Tang Yun smiled when her hand was held. She walked with Lin Yi in the direction of the school exit. 

Before this, she would’ve thought that holding another male student’s hand was something outrageous. 

But now, she felt that it was a very joyful thing. 

Lin Yi drove Chen Yushu’s beetle, it was because Chu Mengyao’s Audi S5 was too eye-catching. Every 

time Lin Yi drives up to the hospital entrance, it would draw unnecessary attention. 

The beetle was more subtle. Even if the car was small, it fits Lin Yi’s high-speed maneuvering during 

traffic jams. 

During this time of day, there weren’t too many cars on the road, so it was a smooth trip. Even the 

traffic lights were operating smoothly, making the car ride very enjoyable. There was hardly any 

downtime waiting for the lights to change. 

Lin Yi stopped his car in front of the traffic light. As he was waiting for the lights to change, a male with 

blond dyed hair came over to start a conversation, “Hey, brother. Do you want to play something 

exciting?” 

It was a hot day, so Lin Yi had the window down, which made it easier for him to strike a conversation 

with Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi looked at him but didn’t speak. He waited for the individual to continue. 

“Underground fighting, have you played before? It is very exciting. Every round goes by quick. You can 

bet money. Are you interested?” the blond male kept his advertising short. 

“Not interested,” Lin Yi shook his head in reply. 

Underground fighting? It was those places where the rich spend their money and the gang leaders 

operate. Lin Yi fights so often, why would he be interested in these lowly underground fights? 

“Oh… well here is my business card. If you change your mind, you can call the number above!” the blond 

male handed over Lin Yi a business card, and turned around to look for a new target! 

Lin Yi looked at the business card description. It was advertising with the words ‘exciting’ as an 

advertising tactic. There was only a number on the card. No address. Lin Yi was about to throw it away 

when Tang Yun stopped him. “What is that? Can you show me? Underground fighting? What is that?” 



Lin Yi handed over the card to Tang Yun. “It is a private hosting of fighting games, normally there aren’t 

any rules. The only rule is to fight until the other person can’t get up. Even fighting to the death is 

normal in these games,” 

Lin Yi had participated in underground fighting before, but it was for a mission. There was no challenge 

to it because in these matches, there aren’t many real fighters. As for the fighters going against Lin Yi, 

they would be instantly killed. 

“Oh? Isn’t this illegal?” Tang Yun asked in surprise. 

“Haha, of course, it is illegal,” Lin Yi nodded. 

“Then… what do they use to earn a profit?” Tang Yun couldn’t comprehend this. 

“Ticket sales would earn a decent amount of money. The host can also be the house and allow 

participants to choose the winner. After several matches, it can earn a lot!” Lin Yi explained. 

“Oh… they are casually walking around the street to distribute the card. Wouldn’t that make it easy for 

people to discover?” Tang Yun wasn’t interested in violent activities. She threw the card away in the 

storage bin in the car. 

“These people are responsible for advertising. They are separate groups from the underground fighting 

people!” Lin Yi pointed at the blond male. “Those advertising people are very sharp with their eyes. They 

will judge you by what you drive and wear. They are targeting the young private car owners. Many of 

these owners are from second-generation wealthy families, which makes them the ideal audience of 

these underground fights. 

Lin Yi simplified the whole business structure. However, it isn’t that simple. These advertisers also 

carried other business cards to high-interest money lenders, vengeance contacts, and prostitution rings. 

If they weren’t quick on their feet, they would’ve been caught early on in the game! 

Even if they were caught, they wouldn’t say anything. So the police would have to release them after a 

certain time frame if no charges were brought up. These advertisers were just hired help, they were 

accepting money to help advertise, they don’t have any connection with the criminal parties so it is hard 

to catch them all. 

“Oh… So terrifying!” Tang Yun nodded. “You are so knowledgeable, have you been to underground 

fighting before?” 

“No… I participated in one,” Lin Yi whispered. 

“You… participated?” Tang Yun was shocked. She wanted to ask why Lin YI was doing something so 

dangerous, but she thought of how powerful he was so she didn’t ask. It seems like Lin Yi’s previous 

history was quite complicated… 

Tang Yun wanted to know more about Lin Yi’s past, but if Lin Yi didn’t want to tell her yet, she won’t pry. 

She felt that Lin Yi was a person with a lot of history and story, so no matter what he had done before, it 

didn’t matter anymore. Whether it was good or bad, Tang Yun will love him completely! 

“Haha, that is all in the past. When things settle down, I will explain to you my past history!” Lin Yi knew 

that he will have to come forth with his background. He never planned to keep it hidden from Tang Yun. 



All his history was too dark, he was afraid that Tang Yun couldn’t handle all of it. So he would slowly 

reveal it to her! 

“Ah… Okay!” Tang Yun nodded happily. 

Lin Yi drove Tang Yun to Pengzhan Business Hotel parking lot. Then they took the elevator all the way to 

the twelfth floor and walked up to room 1209. 

Lin Yi wanted to knock, but Tang Yun clenched tightly on Lin Yi’s hand. Her palms started getting sweaty. 

She was confident that her love with Lin Yi would blossom! 

“Don’t worry, I’m still here!” Lin Yi clenched Tang Yun’s hand, reassuring her. 

Tang Yun nodded. She smiled and took a deep breath of courage. 

Lin Yi knocked. It didn’t take long for a deep voice to ask “Who is it?” 

“It is me, Lin Yi,” Lin Yi replied. 

The hotel room opened wide, Feng Tianlong greeted them with a smile. “Lin Yi, Tang Yun, Welcome! 

Please come in!” 

Chapter 984: Meeting The Parents! 

 

Meeting The Parents! 

“Uncle Feng, you are too kind,” Lin Yi greeted, while not letting go of Tang Yun’s hand. 

Lin Yi couldn’t express his feelings to Tang Yun that would cast away all doubts. He didn’t want her to 

worry! Tang Yun was happy that she could remain by his side. 

Feng Tianlong was smiling the whole time as he led Lin Yi and Tang Yun into the room, it was a suite. It 

has a standalone living room. Feng Tianlong had Lin Yi and Tang Yun sit on the sofa, and took out drinks 

from the fridge, “I didn’t have the equipment to brew tea, please forgive me!” 

“It is no big deal, we don’t like to drink tea,” Lin Yi accepted a bottled drink from Feng Tianlong. It was a 

rather well-known pomelo tea drink, but Lin Yi wasn’t interested in it so he handed it to Tang Yun. 

Feng Tianlong got himself a natural spring water bottle and sat across from Lin Yi and Tang Yun on 

another sofa. Then he started by saying “Lin Yi, Tang Yun, I am grateful that you have agreed to meet 

with me! I am very happy!” 

“Uncle Feng, you and I have known each other for a long time already. No need for the formalities, so 

what do you need from me?” Lin Yi waved his hand. He knew that this formality was for Tang Yun to 

hear, but Lin Yi didn’t plan on hiding information from Tang Yun. If it was dangerous, then he might have 

hidden it from her, but if it is about meeting up with old friends, then there was no need to hide that 

fact. 

Feng Tianlong nodded, “Okay, then I will get straight to the point! This time, I’m here to talk to you 

about Feng Xiaoxiao…” 



“Uncle Feng, you already know that I have a girlfriend, so the things between me and Xiaoxiao are 

nonexistent. You should know that already,” Lin Yi had to clarify his stance in front of Tang Yun. 

“I know, I know!” Feng Tianlong waved his hand. “It is just that Xiaoxiao is a simple-minded person, I can 

tell that you and her don’t have any special relationship!” 

When Tang Yun heard Feng Tianlong confirming it out loud, the tension released. The events that she 

predicted hadn’t happened yet, Feng Tianlong hasn’t tried to use his money to force her away from him 

or vice versa. 

“Oh? Then, Uncle Feng, you are here to…” Lin Yi suspiciously looked at Feng Tianlong. 

“It is like this, Xiaoxiao’s illness, you should know by now right?” Feng Tianlong sighed as he jumped 

right into the topic. 

“Xiaoxiao has an illness? She is sick?” Lin Yi was puzzled. “I ate dinner with her, she doesn’t look like she 

is sick?” 

“Oh? You didn’t know? Xiaoxiao didn’t talk to you about it before?” Feng Tianlong shrugged. “Well, it is 

like this, maybe it is because she likes you so she didn’t want to tell you so that you will pity her…” 

Lin Yi was surprised by how strange Feng Tianlong sounded, “Uncle Feng, you mean that Xiaoxiao is 

sick?” 

“She is not sick, it is a family genetic disease, but how come you haven’t detected it yet?” Feng Tianlong 

was surprised. “From my gathered information, you are a miracle doctor. You were able to cure Elder 

Liu, Liu Zhenhu, of his sickness. That was you right?” 

Lin Yi frowned. It was understandable about how powerful Feng Tianlong’s information gathering 

network is, if he wanted to know something, it is not difficult for him! Lin Yi nodded, “that is right, I 

cured him!” 

Seeing Lin Yi frown, Feng Tianlong spoke “News about you curing Elder Liu traveled far and wide. It isn’t 

a secret anymore. Especially in Yanjing upper society, the socialites started spreading the news! It seems 

that Elder Liu was the source of spreading it! I just caught wind of it!” 

Feng Tianlong wasn’t wrong. His close henchmen were responsible for collecting any information on Lin 

Yi. The moment rumors of Liu Zhenhu getting healed had spread, Feng Tianlong was the first few to 

know! 

Feng Tianlong wanted to wait several more days, but after he found out about the news, Feng Tianlong 

couldn’t suppress his urges! If Lin Yi could cure Liu Zhenhu’s illness, then maybe even Xiaoxiao’s illness 

could be curable? 

When Feng Xiaoxiao had called him, Feng Tianlong had to get Lin Yi’s hotline! The reason why he had 

called Tang Yun over as well was so he has both his plan A and B in action! 

If Lin Yi was willing to cure Feng Xiaoxiao that would be great, but if he wasn’t? 



“So they personally spread the news…” Lin Yi sighed. He understood why House Liu has spread the 

news, for which they were supposed to keep it a secret. The reason for this timing was so that they 

don’t need to say it publicly, as it was self-evident! 

They exposed the fact as a declaration of their stance to House Yu and Xiao! Since both noble Houses Yu 

and Xiao have regarded Lin Yi as an enemy, House Liu decided that they would stand by Lin Yi’s side! 

Lin Yi understood their intentions, he didn’t intend to blame them. In fact, he thought that House Liu 

was quite interesting. They dared to do something as bold as this? Weren’t they afraid of getting wiped 

out by both House Yu and Xiao? 

Regardless, Lin Yi started to have positive feelings toward House Liu. At least it removed the feeling of 

disgust when he associated them with Wu Huiru! 

“Let’s continue talking about Feng Xiaoxiao!” Feng Tianlong continued. “If we needed to start talking 

about it, then we should start with Xiaoxiao’s mother. She carries a family genetic defect that affects 

only females in the family. The males become carriers for the next generation. Most affected females 

don’t live past twenty years old!” 

“What? Genetic disease?” Lin Yi was surprised.”Then Xiaoxiao she…” 

“Yes, Xiaoxiao also has this disease. The disease grows as her age grows. She will become weaker until 

the day she dies!” When Feng Tianlong got to this point, he was teary. This type of helpless sadness was 

something he knew was inevitable! Yet he didn’t have any method to help change her fate! 

That year when his wife had passed, he was in so much pain. He had hoped that medical treatment 

would’ve advanced enough for his daughter’s disease to be cured! In a blink of an eye, nineteen years 

had gone by, he still had to watch his daughter get sick without any way of treating it! 

It was because her daughter’s disease was very complicated that many health organizations didn’t want 

to focus their resources that didn’t benefit the general population! 

“What? Dying? Xiaoxiao is only nineteen, then she…” Lin Yi had his eyes wide. He didn’t think that Feng 

Xiaoxiao had this weird disease that will accelerate her death! Obviously, Lin Yi didn’t think Feng 

Tianlong was joking around. It was too serious a matter to be joking around with Lin Yi. 

Tang Yun was shocked by what she had heard. Her love rival, Feng Xiaoxiao, will soon leave this world! 

Chapter 985: She will die soon? 

 

She will die soon? 

Is that true? Tang Yun had a feeling that it was a little unrealistic! 

They were both classmates. It was only several days ago that they were still arguing over trivial stuff. 

Now, her father is telling her about this devastating news! 



Tang Yun was still slightly angry from the time when Feng Xiaoxiao had lied to her. She was also angry 

that she shared a night with Lin Yi. She didn’t expect that Feng Xiaoxiao was dying soon. This news was 

too sudden for her! 

“Feng Xiaoxiao… is dying?” Tang Yun’s voice sounded shaky. She was angry at her, but it wasn’t to the 

point that she wants her dead! This was similar to the time when she heard Chu Mengyao had got into 

trouble, even though Chu Mengyao was her love rival, Tang Yun wanted Lin Yi to help her! 

“Yes… This time we went to Yanjing, it was to bring her to the hospital for a checkup. The results were 

not ideal. Her vitality was slowing down…” Feng Tianlong said it in a sigh. “She even had health issues at 

Yanjing… Her conditions were the same as her mother’s. You have to save her! Lin Yi you will help save 

her right?” 

“The last time she was at the hotel, she collapsed. Is that one of the symptoms?” Lin Yi suddenly recall. 

That time she nearly drained all of his energy! 

Except, Lin Yi didn’t discover any illness on her body! From his perspective, Feng Xiaoxiao was quite 

normal. There was no illness. Even if it was an abnormal condition, he didn’t find anything noteworthy! 

Now that Feng Tianlong had talked about it, Lin Yi found it strange! A normal person wouldn’t be able to 

absorb other people’s energy like a sponge, and not at that extreme amount, it was highly illogical! 

That is when Lin Yi remembered the questions Feng Xiaoxiao bad asked him! Feng Xiaoxiao waged to 

gauge how long she had left to live! At that time, Lin Yi thought that she was joking around, so he 

casually threw out a number. It seemed like this is all true and Feng Xiaoxiao wanted to know her life 

expectancy! 

“Yes, with Xiaoxiao’s illness, she can’t eat too much of the cold type food, like seafood,” Feng Tianlong 

continued. “Last time she ate too much seafood which triggered her symptoms… If nothing happens, 

then she won’t wake up the next time! That last time she fainted, you forcibly woke her up from her 

coma, that is a miracle in itself!” 

The whole time Lin Yi was listening to Feng Tianlong, he was in shock! He didn’t think that when Feng 

Xiaoxiao had fainted in the hotel, it was her near-death experience! If he didn’t accompany her back to 

the hotel, then she might have died inside alone. The result would’ve been devastating! He wouldn’t be 

able to see her again! 

“Does she know not to eat that category of food types?” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. 

“Oh, she knows. But, you know Xiaoxiao’s personality. She is hot-headed. The moment she acts on 

impulse, the results are most likely not ideal…” Feng Tianlong shook his head. “She knows that she 

didn’t have long to live so she lives life on the edge. She does whatever she wants so she can die without 

regret…” 

“Ah, that I can tell…” Lin Yi shrugged. Nevertheless, Feng Xiaoxiao had her moments of cuteness. “She 

isn’t wrong to do that, life is too short. To be alive is to be true to yourself and live vibrantly. Living a life 

of no regret…” 



Tang Yun was listening quietly, she was still in shock. She didn’t think that Feng Xiaoxiao was carrying 

this burden. She looked so happy every day, she sounded so positive. Except, in reality, she was 

suffering the most! 

“Lin Yi, are you able to save Xiaoxiao?” Feng Tianlong raised his head to look into Lin Yi’s eyes as he 

asked the question. 

“I can’t,” Lin Yi firmly replied. ” I couldn’t find out what illness she has. From what I’ve seen, she doesn’t 

have any illness, so how can I treat it?” 

Lin Yi’s words weren’t meant to attack Feng Tianlong. It was the truth. He didn’t want to give Feng 

Tianlong any false hope, then he will be more disappointed in the future! 

“This…” Feng Tianlong couldn’t react to the answer he had heard. He was hoping that Lin Yi with his 

capable medical skills was the saving grace that he had hoped for! If Lin Yi could save Liu Zhenhu, then 

he could save Feng Xiaoxiao too! The key point was that the last time Feng Xiaoxiao had her symptoms 

acting up, but Lin Yi was the one who woke her up! Even if it didn’t help cure her, her vitality was 

revitalized slightly. It didn’t take long for her vitality to sink back to a low point. 

Even so, this was enough to give Feng Tianlong hope! The moment Feng Xiaoxiao fainted again will be 

the end of the line for her life. No surgery could save her. With the exception of maybe Lin Yi, who can 

save her! 

Lin Yi’s words were like a knife carving into his heart. It was painful for him to listen. “Then, how did you 

save Xiaoxiao last time? Can you… check Xiaoxiao this time more thoroughly?” 

“I had to transfer all my energy over to her, it wasn’t a treatment,” Lin Yi continued. “It is not a problem 

if I had thoroughly examined her situation. We are both practitioners. You should understand that my 

energy remained in Xiaoxiao so I can directly tell her condition. That is how I can determine that she 

doesn’t have any illness. At least, I haven’t found any illness.” 

“This…” Feng Tianlong hesitated. “Lin Yi, could you think of anything else? I, Feng Tianlong, don’t have 

much money, but if you are willing to help, I will promise you any request in the future!” 

“Uncle Feng!” Lin Yi got serious. “You know what type of person I am, I believe you already know that 

for treating House Liu, I charged a hundred million yuan. That is because I don’t know them! I treated 

Yang Huaijun, free of charge. As for our relationship, we are very close… I don’t think I need to explain 

how much I will do for you…” 

Feng Tianlong’s facial expression changed. Yang Huaijun was someone he knew. They all worked 

together before. Now that Lin Yi had stated his viewpoint, if he had any way of saving Feng Xiaoxiao, he 

would do so in a heartbeat. It was just that he had no idea about what it is! 

“Lin Yi, if Xiaoxiao faints again, can you provide her with some of your energy…” Feng Tianlong knew his 

request was very unreasonable. For any fighter, their internal energy is more valuable than anything 

else. It was gained little by little through hard training. Not only can the disruption in energy can affect 

their power, but it could also lead to life-threatening conditions… So when Feng Tianlong asked, he was 

very nervous! 



“Of course!” Lin Yi responded as if it was natural. Energy to Lin Yi was important, but it wasn’t the most 

important. Only an abnormal like him can regain lost energy in the jade pendant! 
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Feng Tianlong’s request 

Therefore, even if there wasn’t for the connection with Feng Tianlong, Lin Yi still wouldn’t be stingy 

towards his “deskmate” Feng Xiaoxiao. Moreover, he had touched her chest too, so he would still feel 

some remorse. 

“I’m so thankful then!” After hearing Lin Yi’s words, Feng Tianlong was so thrilled that he didn’t know 

what to say. He was very clear about how important pure energy was. He never expected Lin Yi would 

agree to this without even thinking. 

“It’s too early to be thankful now,” Lin Yi waved his hand, “looking at this now, pure energy wouldn’t 

have too much of an effect on Xiaoxiao’s condition. 

“Yeah… ” He sighed before he said bitterly, “I can only do whatever I can now… other than this, what 

else can I do?” 

“Lin Yi, you don’t have any other ideas? Can you… save Feng Xiaoxiao? She’s so pitiful…” Tang Yun 

couldn’t bear it in her heart. She was afraid that Lin Yi would care about her feelings or bear hostility 

against Feng Xiaoxiao and wouldn’t do his best to help. 

“Yeah, can you think of anything else… would that Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing have any 

effect on Xiaoxiao?” Feng Tianlong looked at Tang Yun gratefully and also said anxiously. 

“That Pill of Life Extension and Toxin Cleansing won’t have any use!” Lin Yi shook his head, “but I can 

give you one, it won’t do any good but won’t cause any harm either.” 

“Huh?” Feng Tianlong paused. To him, even if Lin Yi agreed to give him a Pill of Life Extension and Toxin 

Cleansing, he wouldn’t do it for free. After all, a single pill could be sold for up to $400 billion at an 

auction. No matter how close they are, he still wouldn’t be able to carelessly give one away. After all, 

there were still costs! 

However, Feng Tianlong never thought that Lin Yi would be so generous, he would gift one away just like 

that. This immediately made Feng Tianlong extremely grateful! 

“How could… One is worth a couple hundred million yuan…” Feng Tianlong couldn’t help but feel very 

emotional. 

“Ah? Even if I was to give you ten of them, it wouldn’t be a problem,” Lin Yi said indifferently, 

“sometimes we form friendships that last for a lifetime, isn’t it?” 

“You’re right, I was being dramatic,” Feng Tianlong nodded furiously. 

“Tell me about her condition in more detail, and also where you have seen it. I’ll see what I can do,” said 

Lin Yi with a deep sigh. In reality, Lin Yi didn’t have any ideas. He has never heard of Feng Xiaoxiao’s 



situation. If he had to think of an idea, then he could only get Feng Tianlong to give more information 

and then ask his old man. Although Lin Yi himself had inherited a large amount of his old man’s medical 

skills, the old man was ultimately more advanced than him in many areas. 

“Xiaoxiao’s condition starts with her mother. Xiaoxiao’s mother also died from this genetic disease. 

When she died, she was also only 20 years old. Even then, it was under the supervision of a miracle 

doctor that allowed Xiaoxiao’s mother to persist to the limit of 20 years old. However, the rest of the 

family usually only lived up to 17 or 18 years before walking to the end of their life!” Feng Tianlong 

sighed and said, “now according to the hospital’s analysis, it’s because Xiaoxiao’s blood contains an 

unknown substance, and no one knows the name of it. Some say it’s a blood defect, others say it’s a 

poison… and the miracle doctor that treated Xiaoxiao’s mother, analyzed that it may be a type of 

parasitic poison…” 

Lin Yi frowned. The circumstances that Feng Tianlong said were pretty much pointless, there wasn’t 

anything important. This made it hard for Lin Yi to make a start, so he asked casually “who’s that miracle 

doctor?” 

From how Lin Yi saw it, that MIracle Doctor extending Xiaoxiao’s mother’s life to twenty years old was 

already quite incredible. 

“His name is Lin Dongfang and he used to be a famous Miracle Doctor in the past. People from the older 

generation all knew his name…” said Feng Tianlong. 

“Lin Dongfang?” Lin Yi immediately widened his eyes and stared at Feng Tianlong, “are you sure that 

doctor’s name is Lin Dongfang?” 

“Yes. Why, have you also heard of this person?” Feng Tianlong paused at Lin Yi’s reaction, but 

immediately thought about something else, “your surname is also Lin, are you…” 

“Since he has already inspected it and had no solutions, then I don’t have any other way as well…” said 

Lin Yi as he smiled bitterly, “he’s my old man, the one who taught me my medical skills…” 

“Your old man? He’s your father?” Feng Tianlong widened his eyes and looked at Lin Yi in disbelief. He 

never expected to see Lin Dongfang’s descendent after 19 years, and they were both worried about the 

same disease. 

“He’s not my father. According to our ages, I can call him grandpa, but he said that we’re not related by 

blood, he found me…” Lin Yi didn’t hide anything this time, one reason being Feng Tianlong was a 

trustworthy person, and another because Feng Tianlong already knew Lin Dongfang from before so 

there wasn’t any need for Lin Yi to hide things from him. 

“Ah…” sighed Feng Tianlong, “looks like there’s no other way…” 

Lin Yi shrugged. He would have loved to help but was unable to do so. Feng Xiaoxiao’s sickness was a 

special case, there weren’t any references and Lin Yi didn’t find any countermeasures in ancient books. 

Therefore, even though Lin Yi pitied Feng Xiaoxiao, he was powerless! 

“Uncle Feng, I’m sorry for your loss, living and dying is part of human nature,” sighed Lin Yi, “but I will try 

my best to think of some ways!” 



“Thank you…” nodded Feng Tianlong a little downcased. He could only accept this reality. Lin Yi had no 

other ways, which made him give up completely as he didn’t think Lin Yi could come up with any ideas. 

After all, Lin Yi’s master Lin Dongfang couldn’t even come up with anything, what could Lin Yi do? 

“Xiaoxiao’s already 19 years old… I’m afraid it’ll be in a year or half…” said Feng Tianlong sadly. 

“…” Lin Yi didn’t know what to say, he had seen too many people die already. However, Feng Tianlong 

was the same, but when it came to his daughter, he would still be upset. 

“Lin Yi, I…” Feng Tianlong hesitated for a bit, “I have a request…” 

“Please continue Uncle Feng, don’t say it’s a request, as long as I can do it I won’t hesitate!” said Lin Yi 

quickly. 

“I can tell that Xiaoxiao likes you,” Feng Tianlong looked up at Lin Yi and said. 

“Probably,” nodded Lin Yi without expressing his opinion, waiting for Feng Tianlong to continue. 

However, Tang Yun’s heart leaped and he lifted his head as well. 

“Xiaoxiao doesn’t have much time left. From when she was little, she’s never liked any boy, nor did she 

fall in love… but I can tell that this time Xiaoxiao wants to fall in love, a fierce love!” Feng Tianlong 

stopped here and turned to Lin Yi, “I hope that you can agree to my request. This is a request to you 

from me as a former old friend, and as Xiaoxiao’s father!” 
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“So Uncle Feng wants me to be Xiaoxiao’s boyfriend?” Lin Yi naturally understood what Feng Tianlong 

meant. He shook his head and said, “However, this kind of thing isn’t just some game. I’m sorry, I can’t 

agree with it! Naturally, I do have a good impression of Xiaoxiao. However, I already have a girlfriend!” 

“Lin Yi, just listen to me first. This is also one of the reasons why I allowed you to bring your girlfriend!” 

Feng Tianlong continued, “Although I know it’s very unfair to your girlfriend, I, as a father want my 

daughter to enjoy her life to the fullest without any regrets before she reaches her time! Naturally, I’m 

not asking for you and your girlfriend to break up. I just want you to act, act out a play and deceive 

Xiaoxiao so she can leave without regret! This is my only desire as a father! I hope you can agree with 

it!” 

As he was saying this, Feng Tianlong stood up and moved as though he was about to bow down to Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi was startled, he immediately got up and stopped Feng Tianlong’s actions as he said with a bitter 

smile, “Uncle Feng, what are you doing? We can just discuss matters, there’s no need for you to do 

that?” 

“Uncle Feng, I promise you!” Before Lin Yi agreed to it, Tang Yun to the side opened her mouth, “Uncle 

Feng, I will coordinate with Lin Yi. We will have Xiaoxiao leave no regrets behind her after this 

performance…” 



Tang Yun was touched. Moreover, Feng Tianlong was clear that Lin Yi is only pretending to be Feng 

Xiaoxiao’s boyfriend! Tang Yun didn’t see this as an issue at all. What was there to compete about 

between her and a dying person? 

Even if Tang Yun had to give Lin Yi to Feng Xiaoxiao for a whole year, she could still endure it with 

difficulty! After all, her future with Lin Yi is still long while Feng Xiaoxiao only had one year left of her 

life! This was life being unfair, and Tang Yun sympathized with her. Due to this, she naturally agreed to 

go along with Feng Tianlong’s request! 

Feng Tianlong originally thought that Tang Yun would be the biggest bottleneck of this matter, however, 

he never imagined that the very first person to agree with this would be Tang Yun! This made Feng 

Tianlong feel very grateful, and it also gave him a very good impression of this kind and beautiful girl. 

Being able to be this altruistic was not something every girl is capable of! 

“Tang Yun, thank you!” Feng Tianlong said to Tang Yun solemnly. 

“You don’t need to say that. Xiaoxiao is also my classmate. Her happiness is also my wish.” Tang Yun 

shook her head. 

“Thank you! Lin Yi, would you agree to my request?” Feng Tianlong knows that Lin Yi had yet to make his 

decision. Although Tang Yun already gave her answer, Lin Yi was still the person who had to carry this 

out! 

“If Yunyun has already agreed to it, then how can I say anything?” Lin Yi said with a bitter smile, “Does 

this count as a royal command to chase after girls?” 

“Haha!” After Feng Tianlong heard it, he couldn’t help but laugh out in happiness, “You can start having 

more interaction with each other. I’m not scared of my daughter suffering, and you don’t need to take 

responsibility. The best thing would be to have a son and a daughter, this way I won’t grow old by 

myself!” 

“Hah?” Lin Yi widened his eyes, what Feng Tianlong said made him jump! 

Whereas Tang Yun’s complexion slowly changed… Lin Yi and Feng Xiaoxiao giving birth to a baby? 

Although Tang Yun did sympathize with Feng Xiaoxiao, to the extent she was willing to let Lin Yi pretend 

to be Feng Xiaoxiao’s boyfriend… However, to have Feng Xiaoxiao give birth to Lin Yi’s child, that was 

something Tang Yun couldn’t help but find weird! 

What do we do after the child is born? If Feng Xiaoxiao passed away and Lin Yi raised the child, then am I 

supposed to be the stepmother? 

Tang Yun did not feel like she could accept this, at the very least, she couldn’t accept it right now! She’s 

still quite young, there’s no way she could be someone else’s stepmother. That was weird! 

“Uncle Feng, I’m afraid your request is a bit hard for me to agree with…” After a bit of a shock, Lin Yi 

declined as he shook his head with a bitter smile. 

“Lin Yi, I know you are worried about what to do with this child afterward right? I can guarantee you 

won’t be held responsible, nor have you raise the child!” Feng Tianlong continued, “I will take care of 

the child, and I also won’t tell the child who the father is!” 



“Uncle Feng, could we just let this matter go for now? Let’s not even think about whether Xiaoxiao 

would agree to it. Xiaoxiao and I have not achieved that level of intimacy with each other. Therefore, 

when we’ve reached that step, it won’t be too late to discuss it right?” Lin Yi gestured with his hand and 

continued, “Furthermore, if we reach that step, I will acknowledge the child. I can’t let the kid live 

without a mother or a father!” 

“This…Alright!” Feng Tianlong sighed. Although what Lin Yi said did sound good, Feng Tianlong was also 

very clear that this was Lin Yi sugarcoating the rejection! It’s likely that Lin Yi and his daughter won’t get 

to that step in this short period of time, and his daughter’s life won’t last much longer. It’d be too late if 

they were to wait! 

“Although Yunyun did agree, I also won’t be unreasonable. I can only say I will do my best, but I also 

won’t dump Yunyun for it. If Xiaoxiao can accept Yunyun, then there’s no problem at all. If she still 

rejects Yunyun, then I won’t let Yunyun feel wronged!” Although Lin Yi sympathized with Xiaoxiao, and 

couldn’t refuse Feng Tianlong, he also couldn’t allow Tang Yun to feel wronged for no reason! 

“Lin Yi, you don’t need to worry about me. It’s only a year, I…I can endure it!” Tang Yun was shaking her 

head. She already made a decision, how could she possibly take it back? 

“When the time comes, we can talk about it.” Lin Yi also did not continue this problem. 

“Lin Yi, Tang Yun, I have one additional request. Please do not tell Xiaoxiao the truth, and also don’t let 

her find out that you know of her illness. Xiaoxiao has a strong ego, I’m afraid if she knows of the truth, 

she will reject your goodwill…” Feng Tianlong reminded them. 

“Don’t worry, Uncle Feng, I know of that at least. I won’t talk without thinking.” Lin Yi nodded in reply. 

“Then I’m relieved!” Feng Tianlong said, “Then there’s nothing else. Do you guys have time right now? 

Let me take you out for some food to express my gratitude.” 

“Uncle Feng, there’s no need to do that!” Lin Yi gestured and continued, “Tang Yun and I have to go back 

to school for class. Uncle Feng, you don’t need to be so polite. Not only do you let me pursue your 

daughter, but you also want to treat me to food, this makes me feel a bit awkward!” 

“Hehe!” After Feng Tianlong was teased by Lin Yi, he said, “Alright then. Next time when you come here 

with Xiaoxiao, we can go and have food together!” 

Lin Yi nodded. He bid farewell to Feng Tianlong and brought Tang Yun to leave the Pengzhan 

Commercial Hotel. 

In the car, Lin Yi turned around and looked at Tang Yun, “Yunyun, are you feeling alright” 

“Focus on driving!” Tang Yun said, “I don’t feel bad for myself. I sympathize with Xiaoxiao, and I believe 

this is a good decision!” 
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“But you…” Lin Yi thought that Tang Yun had agreed against her will, but now it seemed that Tang Yun 

had done so willingly. 

“It’s nothing. If Xiaoxiao accepts me and allows me to be by your side then it’s good. If she doesn’t 

accept me, then I’ll just watch you guys silently from the side,” laughed Tang Yun free heartedly. 

Lin Yi nodded and didn’t say anything else. He didn’t think that things would come to this stage and that 

Feng Xiaoxiao had such a miserable life experience. One could never tell this on the surface, had Feng 

Tianlong not tell the truth, Lin Yi would still have believed that Feng Xiaoxiao was a healthy naughty 

chick… 

The car arrived at the school and stopped at the small snack street behind the school. Lin Yi and Tang 

Yun returned to the school together. 

Lin Yi and Tang Yun broke up at the door of the Twelfth-grade class. Before they broke up, Tang Yun 

blinked at Lin Yi and said “I’m going back to my class now, you can start your… plan to get girls! But don’t 

get serious, I don’t care, I’m just scared that you’ll get upset!” 

“Hah…” Lin Yi laughed and turned to walk to his class, “you’re not getting anything to eat from the 

cafeteria?” 

When Lin Yi came back, it was already the end of the last class in the afternoon. It was nearly time for 

self-study, and twelfth grade’s self-study time was until past 6 pm, so many high schoolers would go and 

get something to eat at this time. 

“I’ll go by myself,” said Tang Yun, “you should go to Xiaoxiao.” 

“The change is too sudden, she’ll get suspicious, I should change slowly,” Lin Yi shook his head instead, 

“I’ll ask her later, let’s go to the cafeteria together.” 

“Yeah alright,” Tang Yun nodded, Lin Yi was right, if his attitude straight up did a 180 degree U-turn, then 

Feng Xiaoxiao would get suspicious! 

Back in the classroom, Lin Yi saw Feng Xiaoxiao sitting all alone by herself and couldn’t help but feel a 

pain in his heart. Feng Xiaoxiao didn’t have any real friends. At that moment, the students all went out 

in pairs or groups to buy food, only Feng Xiaoxiao was alone. 

Lin Yi walked over quickly and sat down. 

Feng Xiaoxiao heard some movements around her and lifted her head. She saw that it was Lin Yi and 

couldn’t help but be happy, “you’re back? What took you so long?” 

“You didn’t go to buy something to eat? Self-study will go on until 6:30 pm. That’s two hours, you won’t 

be hungry?” Lin Yi avoided Feng Xiaoxiao’s question and asked her instead. 

“Ah?” Feng Xiaoxiao paused. She had never thought that Lin Yi would take the initiative to care about 

her and instantly felt excited, “I haven’t eaten yet, are you gonna eat? We’ll go to the cafeteria 

together?” 

“I want to go with Tang Yun later,” Lin Yi said dryly. He couldn’t let Feng Xiaoxiao pick up any flaws. The 

previous sentence was already much better than usual, so he must maintain this level. 



“Oh… I’ll come too!” Feng Xiaoxiao was secretly annoyed, she thought Lin Yi had started to care for her, 

now it just seems that he was just asking her casually. Therefore she spoke with a tone that did not 

admit defeat. 

“Whatever suits you,” Lin Yi didn’t refuse her as usual, but instead spoke without care and walked over 

to the classroom doorway. 

Feng Xiaoxiao quickly followed and walked alongside Lin Yi. She just wouldn’t believe it, could Lin Yi 

reject her pursuing so strongly? He will fall in love with her! 

They came across to the classroom of Year 12 Class 9 where Lin Yi called for Tang Yun. Tang Yun saw 

Feng Xiaoxiao standing beside Lin Yi and instantly frowned and said with some ‘surprise'” Lin Yi, she…” 

“She wants to go to the cafeteria as well…” Lin Yi replied. 

Tang Yun glanced at Feng Xiaoxiao which acted as her saying hello. She knew that she couldn’t act too 

friendly as it would not suit her personality. 

Thus, this strange trio went together towards the cafeteria. Lin Yi held Tang Yun’s hand and Feng 

Xiaoxiao walked on his other side. She wanted to hold his hand as well but was scared that he would 

immediately shake her off, which would have been very embarrassing! 

Feng Xiaoxiao felt like she was third-wheeling. Why were Lin Yi and Tang Yun so close? 

It seemed to her that breaking them up wouldn’t be very easy! Feng Xiaoxiao also knew from last time 

where Tang Yun had debunked the previous plan, that no matter what she did, Tang Yun wouldn’t have 

much reaction. So she needed Lin Yi to fall in love with herself and break up with Tang Yun. That felt like 

an impossible task. At least Feng Xiaoxiao felt that it was pretty difficult for herself to complete this task 

in her remaining years of life! 

Should she change her strategy? Watching Lin Yi and Tang Yun who stuck together like glue, Feng 

Xiaoxiao’s little mind started turning again. 

Hmm, how about she won’t make Lin Yi break up with Tang Yun, but make Lin Yi fall in love with her and 

Tang Yun. After that she’ll die, Lin Yi would be upset right? But then he still had Tang Yun, what if she 

dies and he doesn’t feel anything? Wouldn’t she have died for nothing? 

Oh well, she was going to die anyway. If she couldn’t take revenge on Lin Yi, then she would count this 

as using him to try out the feeling of falling in love because she doesn’t have to worry about hurting his 

feelings. Yep, that’ll do, thought Feng Xiaoxiao as she comforted herself. 

As she thought of this, Feng Xiaoxiao was relieved and didn’t feel that much hostility towards Tang Yun. 

The trio arrived at the cafeteria and Lin Yi went to buy food. He knew what Tang Yun usually ate but 

wasn’t sure what Feng Xiaoxiao liked to eat so he asked: “Xiaoxiao, what do you want to eat?” 

“I… I’ll eat whatever you guys eat, are you shouting me?” Feng Xiaoxiao heard that Lin Yi was going to 

shout her food and immediately felt happy. She didn’t even know why she was so happy herself. 

Sometimes, the person who people don’t understand the most is themselves. 

Lin Yi nodded, “you weren’t able to eat the beef noodles properly at lunch, so I’ll just shout you again.” 



“Then I’ll just eat whatever you guys eat!” Feng Xiaoxiao answered right away, she wasn’t picky at all. 

“Alright,” Lin Yi nodded and went to buy food. Before he left, he glanced at Tang Yun, but she gave him a 

look of reassurance. 

“Feng Xiaoxiao, what are you trying to do?” After Lin Yi left, Tang Yun turned to Feng Xiaoxiao and asked 

coldly. 

“I… I like Lin Yi. Why can’t I? You mind?” Feng Xiaoxiao never expected Tang Yun to be difficult, but she 

wasn’t a weak person so her response was quite straightforward. 

“Why would I mind?” Tang Yun pouted and said, “someone’s stupid enough to want to be Lin Yi’s 

mistress, why would I mind? I didn’t even have the time to be happy. I’m just afraid that Lin Yi wouldn’t 

even like you!” 

“Huh?” Feng Xiaoxiao paused. She never thought that Tang Yun’s words were so sharp. She had thought 

that Tang Yun would strongly oppose it but never thought that she would say that. However, Feng 

Xiaoxiao quickly realized, Tang Yun must have said that out of anger! 
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Wasn’t this exactly what she said to Tang Yun last time? She told her that if Tang Yun performed well 

then maybe she’d let her become Lin Yi’s mistress. Tang Yun must be using Xiaoxiao’s words against her! 

Xiaoxiao lost all of her troubled feelings. She was quite happy, on the contrary! If Tang Yun wanted to 

use this route to frustrate her then it wouldn’t work, for Xiaoxiao wasn’t like Tang Yun. She wouldn’t get 

angry this easily! She would use it to her advantage! 

“Heh, I like to be a mistress, it’s much nicer than the main wife who gets jealous all the time!” Xiaoxiao 

said happily. “Tang Yun, you sure you’ll keep your word if Lin Yi does fall for me?” 

“I… I…” Tang Yun instantly ‘stuttered’, as if she was hesitating! 

“What, scared now?” Xiaoxiao said, peeking at Tang Yun. 

“Of course I’d keep my word! If Lin Yi does like you then there’s nothing I can say!” Tang Yun said as if 

taking the bait. “If he accepts you, I’ll accept you!” 

“Okay, it’s a deal then!” Xiaoxiao gleefully, thinking that Tang Yun wasn’t as devious and mischievous as 

she was, falling for her trick so easily. 

“Fine, then!” Tang Yun hmphed. 

“Then you can’t glare at me in the future when I get close with Lin Yi!” Xiaoxiao added. 

“As long as he doesn’t say anything, I’ll spend it peacefully with you!” Tang Yun said as her face 

reddened. 



“Alright, for fairness’ sake, the three of us will eat together, and come to school together, and leave 

school together!” Xiaoxiao said as she continued testing Tang Yun’s bottom line—she wanted to suck 

out more benefits before Tang Yun came back to her senses! 

“Fine, fine then! I’ll notify you when I go on dates with him, happy?” Tang Yun said, a little frustrated. “It 

won’t be that easy even if I give you these chances, it’s not that easy to be a mistress!” 

“We’ll see!” Xiaoxiao almost jumped up and cheered—Tang Yun was too young and soft! Xiaoxiao had 

already finished her infiltration! Of course, Lin Yi would fall for her now that she had so many 

opportunities, there was no way Xiaoxiao would fail now! 

“Fine, we’ll see then!” Tang Yun smiled coldly. “I’m not scared of you!” 

“Lin Yi’s back. Hope you keep your word, big sis Tang Yun?” Xiaoxiao called Tang Yun that so that her 

identity as a mistress would be solidified. Now Tang Yun couldn’t back down anymore! 

“Sure, Lil’ sis Xiaoxiao!” Tang Yun purposefully emphasized the four words as well. 

Xiaoxiao was bursting with happiness. She sure was lucky today! As long as Tang Yun didn’t deny her, 

then what did she have to worry about? 

Tang Yun, on the other hand, smiled a little as she looked at the happy Xiaoxiao. Just who was falling for 

who’s trick in this fight? 

Tang Yun wasn’t dumb at all—she smoothly used the friction between her and Xaixoaio from before and 

set a trap for Xiaoxiao to step in… The girl was probably still thinking that Tang Yun was agreeing to 

everything due to the heat of the moment. 

But this was a win for both sides too, wasn’t it? 

After Lin Yi returned, Tang Yun gave him a look that signaled the completion fo the deed. This surprised 

Lin Yi—Tang Yun had finished an agreement this fast with Xaioxaio? He felt his perspective on Tang Yun 

change for the better. 

But he pretended as if nothing’s changed. He placed down three bowls of dumplings on the table, 

except Xiaoxiao’s bowl didn’t have seaweed pieces. 

“Huh? How come I have less stuff in here than you guys? That’s not fair!” Xiaoxiao said. Lin Yi wasn’t this 

biased towards Tang Yun, was he? 

“Seaweed is seafood, so I didn’t give you any.” Lin Yi said. “You fainted right after eating seafood back in 

Yanjing—do you have an allergy?” 

“Ah!” Xiaoxiao only then realized that it was seafood inside Tang Yun and Lin Yi’s bowl. Lin Yi 

remembered this? Even Xiaoxiao herself had almost forgotten, and Lin Yi’s efforts warmed her heart. It 

seemed that Lin Yi did care about her, at least much more than he cared for a normal student! 

“Yeah, but a little is fine,” Xiaoxiao said happily. “Good thing you saved me that time I fainted in the 

shower!” 

Xiaoxiao, naturally, said that in front of Tang Yun on purpose, just to show how close she was with Lin Yi! 



But she wasn’t expecting for Tang Yun to look so composed, as if this wasn’t anything worth bringing up 

at all! She only gave an ‘oh’ and left it at that! After all, she’d already understood Lin Yi’s intentions 

judging by how he rejected Feng Tianlong today! 

Lin Yi might have some good feelings towards Xiaoxiao, but he didn’t like her that much! Lin Yi was 

already hesitating when Tainlong asked him to pursue Xiaoxiao, so how was it possible that he had some 

other relationship with Xiaoxiao? So sTang Yun didn’t give much care to the shower stuff Xiaoxiao was 

saying. Xiaoxiao made it sound intimate and all, but who knew what the situation was? 

Plus, Tang Yun had already made up her mind to let Lin Yi pretend to be Xiaoxiao’s boyfriend. Even if 

anything did happen between them, Tang Yun would only ignore it, reminding herself that there was no 

point to fight for Lin Yi when her opponent was a dying girl! 

So what if she won or lost? Xiaoxiao’s fatal sickness had decided the ending of everything! There was no 

way she could snatch Lin Yi from her! 

Seeing Tang Yun’s impassiveness made her feel a little left out and troubled. She looked at Tang Yun and 

continued. “Big sis Tang Yun, Lin Yi seems to treat me quite well? He even knows about my seafood 

allergy!” 

“I’ll remember it too, Xiaoxiao sis. I’ll refrain from ordering seafood the next time we eat.” Tang Yun’s 

voice was calm, but her expressions weren’t. It was like she was barely holding it back! 

Accepting Xiaoxiao and becoming true friends with her, after all, required time! It didn’t matter how 

generous Tang Yun wanted to be, she couldn’t become friends with her in just one day! Plus, she had to 

pretend as if she had no choice! 

After some more interaction, things would change, and it would progress naturally. Xiaoxiao wouldn’t 

have suspicions then. 

Xiaoxiao was quite happy at that expression. Heh heh, she thought, regretting it now, aren’t you, big sis? 

Now you’ve got a mistress for no reason! Wahahaha, I’m such a genius, good job, Xiaoxiao! You’re so 

smart! 

Xiaoxiao made a fist as her heart was filled with hope and fighting spirit. 

Tang Yun, on the other hand, was amused… but had to put on an angry face on the outside… 

Chapter 990: Do You Regret It? 

 

Do You Regret It? 

Lin Yi looked at Tang Yun and looked at Xiaoxiao, a trace of suspicion on his face. “What’s wrong with 

you two? Speaking in codes?” 

“Nop, haha, Tang Yun and I are becoming best friends!” She said gleefully. “Right, big sis?” 

“Yes!” Tang Yun gritted her teeth. 

Lin Yi frowned, but didn’t say anything. He continued eating his dumplings. 



Mengyao and Yushu, on the other hand, were some distance away from the trio. 

Mengyao stopped looking and spoke flatly. “Let’s eat, Shu.” 

“Yao Yao, how come that Feng Xiaoxiao’s sitting wtih Shield Bro?” Yushu said, confused. “I thoguht she’s 

love rivals with Tang Yun.” 

“Who knows?” Mengyao shook her head, confused as well. Her attitude towards Lin Yi was a lot better 

after he’d saved her last time, but she knew that Tang Yun already held an irreplaceable spot in Lin Yi’s 

heart. And so she didn’t want to fight against Tang Yun anymore, which made her even more passive in 

her predicament. 

“Oh, Yao Yao, do you think Tang Yun got herself a mistress for Tang Yun so that she can compete with 

us?” Yushu guessed out of nowhere. 

“Why don’t you go ask them?” Mengyao frowned. 

“Nevermind…” Yushu shook her head. 

Lin Yi, Xiaoxiao, and Tang Yun were all eating their dumplings. Even though both Lin Yi and Tang Yun 

wanted to talk more with Xiaoxiao, it was clear that their relationship wasn’t good to begin with at all. 

They didn’t have a lot in common. After finishing, they left for their classrooms. 

As they were leaving the canteen, Xiaoxiao saw that Lin Yi was reaching for Tang Yun’s hand. Thinking 

quickly, she grabbed Tang Yun’s hand first before he could. “Lin Yi, you go first—I wanna talk with Tang 

Yun sis!” 

Lin Yi frowned. “Just talk here, in front of me.” 

“Of course it’s something you can’t hear!” Xiaoxiao said. 

“Tang Yun, don’t believe what she says.” Lin Yi said on purpose. If he didn’t say anyting and just left 

Xiaoxiao with Tang Yun like that, it didn’t fit his usual behaviour and would undoubtedly aoruse 

suspicion. 

“Okay…” Tang Yun nodded. 

And so, Lin Yi walked in front as Xiaoxiao walked behind with Tang Yun. 

“Big sis Tang Yun, are you regretting it now?” Xiaxoiao asked. 

“Why would I regret it? I haven’t lost anything yet.” Tang Yun said. 

“Hmph!” Xiaoxiao. Thinking that it was fine—She’ll have no choice when Xiaoxiao and Lin Yi became a 

real couple! 

“What? You’re just a mistress, you’ll still have to listen to me in the future.” Tang Yun said. 

“So what?” Xiaoxiao felt that Tang Yun just wanted to keep her pride! 

Each with their weird intentions, Xiaoxiao and Tang Yun finished talking, and Xiaoxiao returned to class 

with Lin Yi. 



Xiaxoiao was very happy—she didn’t think Tang Yun would be this easy to trick. With just a few words, 

she had finished the infiltration! 

“What’d you say to Tang Yun?” Lin Yi asked when they got back to their seats. 

Lin Yi actually was quite curious what the two talked about! He knew that Tang Yun must have said 

something to please Xiaoxiao before he arrived, but he didn’t know the details yet, so he might as well 

ask Xiaoxiao. 

“Tang Yun said that she’ll get you a mistress!” Xiaoxiao had no reason to hide anything. She thought that 

she should show Lin Yi Tang Yun’s intentions since it’d be pointless if only she agreed and lIn Yi didn’t. 

“Huh?!” Lin Yi paused. “Mistress? Really?” 

“Of course!” Xiaoxiaoa nodded. 

“That mistress isn’t you, is it?” Lin Yi asked. 

“How’d you guess that?” Xiaoxiao blinked. 

“…” Lin Yi ignored her and turned away, taking out a book… 

The boss of House Yu, Yu Dansen, was currently an Earth class early phase and had entered House Yu’s 

mysterious training. His goal was the sky class! 

But, Dansen was still someone from the House Yu of the common world, and so he would always give 

them a call once in a while. If House Yu were to call him, however, it wouldn’t work, since training 

required full attention. It could be a couple of dozen days or a couple of months— he couldn’t be 

interrupted during that time! 

He’d just stepped out of his isolated training, feeling that there were signs of his imminent breakthrough 

into Earth class early phase peak. And so, upon exiting, he called Yu Shuixing to tell him the good news. 

Bide would be happy as well. 

Shuixing was at a loss these past days—House Yu had been a tyrant over the common world for so many 

years, and everyone went about their day minding the strength of House Yu. Almost all noble houses 

knew that Yu Dansen was an Earth phase master who had entered the hidden House Yu. All of a sudden, 

House Yu became the leader of the houses in the common world! 

These years, House Yu kept the title of the leader as they organized big events like that auction. They 

were at the top of their game! 

Yet, all of this was lost when one sudden variable broke everything! 

Lin Yi, just what were you? 

Shuixing gritted his teeth as he looked at Lin Yi’s details in frot of him, detailing all the things he did after 

coming to Songshan- it was complete arrogance! 

The Zhao Qibing from a hidden house. Lin Yi broke his legs twice, and destroyed his skyscraper twice! 

Yet, the hidden house Zhao had nothing to say about that… There must be something wrong here! 



Shuixing was regretting not considering these things beforehand. All he thought of then was that LIn Yi 

had lost his strength, and so he followed House Yu and Qibing to cause him trouble! 

That act of impulse caused a catastrophe! 

Shuixing blamed himself a little, and he loathed Lin Yi! Now, Bide was dead, and Yu Kun was crippled. 

How could he face his big brother Yu Dansen? His elder brother gave him the position of the head of the 

house when he went to the hidden House Yu, and Shuixing told him that he’d ensure House Yu’s 

continuous glory, stably keeping the position as the leader of the noble houses! 

Yet, it had only been a while when something this big happened to House Yu! What was he supposed to 

do? 

House Yu’s intimidating aura had dissipated. One of them was killed, and the other crippled… They must 

be the laughing stock of the other houses by now! 

These few days, Shuixing went a lot paler than usual, and his eyes sunk into his eye sockets. He hadn’t 

had one good night’s sleep after Bide’s death. When he shut his eyes, he remembered that scene of 

Bide’s dead body in the corpse cart! 

Chapter 991: House Yu’s Conversation 

 

House Yu’s Conversation 

“Lin Yi, if I don’t kill you, then what would House Yu be? Leader of the noble houses? Dog shit!” Shuixing 

said hatefully after a deep breath. But even he understood that he had to hold it in House Yu couldn’t 

suffer yet another blow at this point. He had to endure it before he understood Lin Yi’s background! 

In the study, a sudden phone call range. It was the secret phone number of House Yu, and so only close 

associates knew the number- other than the insiders of House Yu, only the heads of the other big 

houses knew it! 

“Hello, it’s Yu Shuixnig!” Shuixing picked up, his thoughts interrupted. 

“It’s your big brother, Shuixing!” Dansen was quite happy. Now that he was breaking through, he 

naturally had to share the news with his second brother and third brother. “Bide’s with you, right?” 

“Brother!” Shuixing’s helplessness and rage burst out all that instant when he heard his brother’s voice, 

but felt a different emotion when his brother asked about Bide. “Bide… He’s… He’s not here…” 

“Oh, go get him then, I have good news! This is big news for House Yu!” Dansen didn’t notice anything 

wrong with Shuixing’s emotions. They were on a phone call, after all, he couldn’t see Shuixing’s 

expressions. 

“I… I can’t… get him anymore…” Shuixing sighed, his voice quivering and bordering on crying. “Brother- 

Bide… He’s… He’s dead!” 

“Dead? What do you mean?” Dansen paused, not understanding. “What do you mean, dead? Who’s 

dead?” 



“Yu Bide, our third brother—he’s dead!” Shuixing said sorrowfully. “Brother, Bide’s dead, he died so 

horribly!” 

“What! What did you say? Bide’s dead? How did he die?!” Dansen’s brain froze—he didn’t think that 

Bide would die, what on earth was this? He hadn’t left House Yu for that long! 

And Bide himself was a practitioner with no sickness… How did he die? 

“He got injured, and in the end killed by a dog!” Shuixing roared. “He died so horribly, big brother! You 

have to avenge him!” 

“What did you say? A dog killed him? Shuixing, are you alright? It’s not Apri Fool’s, is it?” Dansen froze. 

“Your brother’s a mystic early phase, even if he’s hurt, a dog couldn’t kill him! Plus, with the position 

and influence us Yu’s have, who’d dare touch us?” 

“Brother, why would I joke about this? Not only is third brother dead, but Yu Kun’s also crippled as 

well!” Shuixing said. “Brother—someone arrived in the common world, a mysterious master called Lin 

Yi… He doesn’t follow the rules at all, arrogantly doing whatever he wants without any consideration…” 

“Lin Yi? I’ve never heard of him! What happened, tell me in detail!” Dansen believed Shuixing at this 

point. Even Yu Kun was crippled, it looked like things were serious! Dansen’s happy mood was all 

washed away in that instant. 

“Brother… Here’s what happened…” Shuixing didn’t hold anything back, and he started from when they 

auctioned the map, telling everything to Dansen in detail. After all, using the piece of the map to attract 

people who knew about it was a plan he made with his brother, it wasn’t SHUixing’s fault! 

Dansen was silent as he listened to the tale. He never would have thought that a common businessman 

would have a master like this by his side, and the most frustrating part was that he’d never heard of 

someone like this! From what Shuixing was saying, this man was strong beyond belief! 

“With injuries that heavy, he’s able to so quickly repair himself… And turning a dog at death’s door into 

a golden class practitioner dog…” Dansen couldn’t help but sigh. ” I’m not trying to put our family down, 

but strength like this—even our hidden House Yu doesn’t have that! Anyone hurt in House Yu wouldn’t 

be able to become a master in such short a time, let alone a dog turning into practitioner! If that dog 

was the one who dealt the killing blow, it had to at least be a golden class!” 

“That’s right, brother! That’s why I’m holding back. As a Mystic late phase, it’d be easy for me to kill the 

kid, but I can’t! Who knows what kind of terrible force is backing him up? I’m worried it’d bring big 

misfortune to House Yu!” Shuixing said. 

“Good thing you held down your impulse. The consequences otherwise would be unthinkable.” Dansen 

sighed. 

“Brother, then what should we do now? Do we just let it go? Can you ask the hidden Yu’s to avenge us?” 

Shuixing couldn’t help but fall into despair upon the words. 

“You know this too—I’ve just arrived at this House Yu, and my position is still low. I can’t reach the core 

of the family yet, and here, there are plenty of Earth class early phase practitioners… I’m just one of 

them…” Dansen sighed. “What you can do now is try and figure out Lin Yi’s background, because even if 



House Yu were to make a move for us, they’d need to know his background… Otherwise, they wouldn’t 

just make a careless move…” 

“Looks like that’s the only way now…” Shuixing was a little disappointed. He wanted his brother to 

avenge House Yu, but from his tone, it seemed like it was still impossible! 

“Shuixing, be composed! Remember, as long as we have our revenge, even waiting ten years is 

nothing!” Dansen said. “I’m not here wasting my time, either. Earth class masters can’t enter the 

common world easily, but if there’s an important reason I’ll be able to apply for a leave! After you learn 

about his background, and if we’re able to take on whatever’s backing him up, I’ll make the application!” 

“Alright! I’ll send Lil’ Feng to Songshan now and investigate Lin Yi. We can’t just let this go!” Shuixing 

said, determination flooding him. If his brother were to get involved, Lin Yi would be dead for sure. The 

problem now was—just what type of superpower was backing Lin Yi? 

Dansen sighed. “Alright. All men must die. We will move on!” Dansen was a lot more accepting than 

Shuixing. “Practitioners who aren’t aiming for the Sky class will eventually die, like any other man.” 

“I understand!” Shuixing nodded. “Right, brother, what did you call for?” 

Chapter 992: Jealous? 

 

Jealous? 

“It’s nothing, I just wanted to tell you that I’m about to breakthrough into Earth class early phase peak, 

but it seems like this isn’t good news anymore” Dansen sighed. “Has House Yu enjoyed power for too 

long?” 

“Congratulations then, brother…” Shuixing smiled sadly, no mood for celebration. This piece of good 

news didn’t help his sorrow at all. 

“Alright, goodbye. The time for training is nearing.” Dansen said. 

“Alright, brother! Call back when you have time!” Shuixing said. 

After hanging up, Shuixing called Yu Feng to his study, the only one nowadays who could participate in 

family discussions! Yu Kun was still in bed, very depressed. He was evidently crippled beyond recovery, 

and other than sighing all day, he cried in front of his father’s funeral picture. He felt guilty. 

“You called, father?” Yu Feng asked carefully as he pushed open the door. 

“Yes, your uncle called…” Shuixing said as he looked at his son. “He’s about to break through into Earth 

class early phase peak… It’s good news, but compared to the situation our house is in, not so much…” 

“That’s true—if we were in our usual state, we’d be celebrating this!” Yu Feng sighed. “Father, then 

what did uncle say about my third uncle?” 

“He hasn’t yet found a stable position in the hidden Hosue Yu, so we can’t expect help from them, nor 

can he exit to the common world without reason!” Shuixing said. “But his suggestion was for us to fully 

investigate Lin Yi first, see what powers are backing him up!” 



“So father wishes to follow our previous plan, and let me go to Songshan?” Yu Feng said. 

“Yes, that’s indeed it.” Shuixing nodded. “This time, you won’t go to Songshan using the name Yu. Lin 

Yi’s never seen you before, so he wouldn’t suspect you. Change your name and enter his school, and 

investigate him from there.” 

“I understand! I can’t have direct conflict with Lin Yi as well, right?” Yu Feng asked after nodding. 

“That’s not necessarily the case. According to the information I have, Lin Yi treats different types of 

people with different attitudes!” Shuixing said as he opened the files and pushed them to his son. “Look 

at his classmates—he’s never done anything too extreme to them!” 

Yu Feng looked at the files—it was very detailed. Lin Yi never did anything horrible to his classmates, and 

would only give them light punishments even if they pissed him off… 

“With this in mind, I don’t need to worry too much…” Yu Feng said after finishing. “Plus, even if we’re 

talking about strength, I’ll still be able to beat him with my Mystic class early phase peak status!” 

“Feng! Remember this—you can’t expose your strength carelessly!” Shuixing said with a wave of his 

hand. “The identity I’ve prepared for you when you transfer is that of a rich kid! You can have a conflict 

with him, but only in school, as a classmate. Even if you want to do anything, do it from the shadows and 

don’t do it directly! Understand?” 

“I understand!” Yu Feng nodded. “As long as I don’t get into a fight with him, it’ll be fine! I won’t let him 

know that I’m a practitioner, and I won’t expose my identity as a Yu—I’ll collect information from the 

side!” 

“Good!” Shuixing nodded. “Alright, you go get prepared—I’ll deal with the application forms…” 

Lin Yi turned around—their homeroom teacher Ms. Liu had entered the room. 

The class quieted down instantly. Grade twelve students, after all, were all pretty self-aware. The 

teacher coming meant that class would begin, and the students who were here for night study were all 

people who wanted to study. 

But the teacher wasn’t alone—beside her was an extremely handsome boy! Behind him were two more 

boys, not as attractive. One was short and fat, like a pot, and the other was tall and skinny, like a 

bamboo. These two were reminiscent of that fat and skinny duo from that one Wuxia show. 

The handsome guy entering the classroom attracted an audible murmur from the girls. After all, girls this 

age were more or less interested in these things—they reacted naturally to handsome people. 

This boy’s good looks were a completely different type from Lin Yi. Lin Yi was more of a manly type of 

cool, while this boy could only be described as elegant. 

“Quiet down, class! Let me introduce our new students!” Ms. Liu said as she brought the boy to the 

platform. “These three are our transfer students, Xie Yufeng, Li Panghu, and Wang Congming. They 

transferred from Nanqing! Mister Xie, please introduce yourselves!” 

Boys like Xie Yufeng were very popular with the girls, and as far as first appearances go, it’d be a lot 

more impactful compared to Lin Yi. A huge wave of applause sounded for him! 



Yufeng elegantly tidied up his hair as he made a gesture to quiet down the crowd before smiling softly at 

his classmates. 

The Xie Yufeng before had sexy lips, a high nose, and strong eyebrows. His eyes were full of lashes, and 

his irises were a bottomless black, reflecting light in a brilliant shine. This sort of elegant beauty was a 

killer for young girls! 

“Hello, fellow classmates! My name is Xie Yufeng, and I come from the south’s coastal city Nanqing! 

Because of my family’s business, I’ve been transferred to Songshan High! I hope we can become good 

friends. Thank you!” Yufeng said elegantly. “My hobbies are wide—I’m good at basketball, football, 

singing…” 

“This guy’s so handsome!” Xiaoxiao couldn’t help herself but exclaim when she saw the boy. 

“Really? That’s great—you go sit with him later then.” Lin Yi smiled. 

“What, you’re jealous?” Xiaoxiao said as she turned to him happily. “You’re jealous of him?” 

Chapter 993: New Transfer Student 

 

New Transfer Student 

“Why would I be jealous of him? I’d be so happy if you go fall for him and annoy him instead of me.” Lin 

Yi said nonchalantly. 

“Who says I like him? Why would I like him?” Xiaoxiao shook her head. “He’s handsome, but this type of 

guy is a side character for sure. If you put him in a book or a TV drama, he’ll always play a tragic role!” 

“Oh?” Lin Yi paused, curiously looking at Xiaoxiao. 

“You know that basketball manga? That Ryuka guy’s handsome too, but he’s just a side character!” 

Xiaoxiao said. “You may not be as handsome as he is, but you’re like the Sakura guy…” 

“Ha…” Lin Yi wasn’t expecting such interesting reasoning. It was quite amusing. 

“And so, I still like you!” Xiaoxiao said. 

“…” Lin Yi didn’t say anything but looked at Xie Yufeng with interest. 

Xie Yufeng, huh? What was the reason for him to transfer at this time? 

If Yufeng did transfer here for no reason, Lin Yi would die before he believed that! After all, Lin Yi had a 

special card- he could feel the strength within a practitioner! Even though this practitioner hasn’t used 

his strength yet, Lin Yi could tell how strong or weak he was! 

What shocked him was the fact that Yufeng had Mystic early phase peak strength! Someone like this, 

coming here just to study? Were masters really that cheap, that anyone could just be a master? 

What truly shocked him was Yufeng’s age. He seemed to be around nineteen, yet was already a mystic 

early phase peak. He was close to Lin Yi’s strength! After all, it was only recently that he became a 

Mystic mid-phase. 



Xie Yufeng. Lin Yi remembered this name. He didn’t care what he came here for, as long as he didn’t 

involve him. If he did, then he’d have no choice but to make a move! 

Xie Yufeng continuously introduced himself on the stage, but Xiaoxiao seemed to be uninterested. After 

the praise, even one more look at him made her sick. She turned back to Lin Yi. “I think you’re more 

handsome after all! Lin Yi, I’ll make you my boyfriend for sure!” 

“Then what about Tang Yun?” Lin Yi asked. 

“She’ll be the big wife, and I’ll be the little wife!” Xiaoxiao said. “It’ll be fine then, nothing changes!” 

Lin Yi was speechless. Why was this girl a little similar to Yushu? The same bratty, mischievous type… Lin 

Yi thought about it more. They had different styles, but also similarities! 

Mengyao and Yushu, at the front, were also discussing Xie Yufeng. 

Mengyao raised her head when the teacher said new students were here, and she looked flatly at the 

three without any interest, as if she was just remembering their faces. 

The look she gave when she looked at Yufeng was the same as when she looked at the other two, not 

spending unnecessary time on them. 

After that, she looked back to her English book and focused. 

“Yaoyao, look! That Xie Yufeng’s pretty handsome!” Yushu said. 

“Oh, you don’t like your Shield Bro anymore?” Mengyao smiled softly. 

“Of course I do.” Yushu shook her head. “Can handsomeness fill your belly? Shield Bro can make shark 

meat for me, so of course, I like Shield Bro.” 

“Haha,” Mengyao said, amused. “I thought you shifted your love to somewhere else.” 

“He heh, I’m just the mistress. If Yao Yao doesn’t look at another, I won’t either!” Yushu said. 

“Oh…” Mengyao responded meaninglessly, not sure what it expressed. 

On the platform, Yufeng had finished his introduction. A round of applause followed. He moved 

sideways and the other two entered the stage. 

“I’m Li Panghu, Master Xie’s bodyguard!” Panghu said without hiding anything as he moved his big body. 

“I’m Wang Congming, I’m Master Xie’s war advisor!” Congming said simply, not hiding anything. 

The two transferred here with Yufeng for a simple reason—to be his underlings, and be able to help run 

errands when needed. 

“Wow…” A round of mutterings sounded. 

It wasn’t that rare to see rich kids from big houses enter a private school like this. But, those who came 

with two underlings—that was rare! These two spoke their identities without hesitation, as well. The 

girls in the class were starting to get envious! 



This was what a rich young master should look like, with a bodyguard and advisor following him 

around—it was too cool! This only appeared in those Cantonese dramas, didn’t they? 

“Yaoyao, they have followers too! But their followers are far weaker than Shield Bro, I can tell they’re 

two idiots just by looking at them!” Yushu gave her appraisal on the two. 

“Maybe he just likes to walk around with two idiots,” Mengyao said to Yushu, not interested at all. It had 

nothing to do with her! 

The homeroom teacher frowned at the introduction. She didn’t know where this Yufeng came from but 

knew that he was introduced through a connection, from a powerful family. She didn’t have the details. 

But, with two underlings like this, a bodyguard and an advisor… This was a little too much! After all, even 

the chairman’s daughter Chu Mengyao didn’t have anything extravagant like this, she didn’t walk 

around with a bodyguard and a freaking war advisor!” 

Although, the Miss did have a bodyguard and a war advisor, with Lin Yi as the hidden bodyguard and 

Yushu as the war advisor… 

Zhong Pinliang and Gao Xiaofu, on the other hand, started analyzing this newcomer! 

“Liang Bro, what’s with this Xie Yufeng? How come he has two followers, isn’t he pressuring your 

position of glory?” Xiaofu said, a little pissed. 

After all, he and Zhang Naipao were the left and right hands of Pinliang. After Lin Yi’s appearance, they 

lost a lot of their influence… But kept heir aura in front of the other students! This Xie Yufeng, however, 

covered up Pinliang’s glory instantly! This made Xiaofu very unhappy! 

Chapter 994: Singing Contest 

 

Singing Contest 

“Who cares about him? It has nothing to do with us.” Pinliang said flatly. “If he wants to be boss then let 

him do it, as long as he doesn’t cross us we’ll let him do what he wants.” 

“Oh? Liang Bro, why are you so composed?” Xiaofu said, stunned. 

“Boss, four young masters… These are things for kids!” Pinliang said. “We’re mature now, this isn’t for us 

anymore. People who truly are strong stay silent.” 

“Oh, I understand!” Xiaofu nodded. 

“We’ll watch from the sidelines. If Xie Yufeng messes with Lin Yi then that’d be good, but if not, it’s 

nothing to do with us in the first place.” Pinliang said. 

“Alright, the three of you sit at the right side, far back!” The teacher said while pointing. “There’s an 

empty table there, and since you three know each other, just sit there first. I’ll make new arrangements 

once there are suitable seats!” 



The homeroom teacher wanted them to sit in front, but it was clear that these kids didn’t come here to 

study, so she treated them more coldly. 

But Yufeng and his two lackeys weren’t picky and didn’t mind where they sat. Listening to the teacher’s 

orders, Yufeng nodded politely. “Yes, teacher!” 

His proper attitude gave the teacher a good impression. She thought that perhaps Yufeng’s family 

assigned him these two lackeys, and he didn’t have anything to do with it! 

Lin Yi looked at Yufeng—he didn’t look in his direction, so he shook his head. Was he being too careful? 

But, just after Lin Yi looked away, Yufeng glanced at Lin Yi for just a quick instant before turning away 

and walking to his seat. 

Lin Yi’s sixth sense, of course, was extremely strong—that one instant was enough to let Lin Yi feel it! 

Yufeng looked at him—why would he do that? Could it be because he looked at him first? 

After all, mystics were all very good at sensing things. As long as Lin Yi didn’t intentionally hide his gaze, 

Yufeng would have been able to feel him looking at him! It’s only normal for him to look back! 

“Alright, now that the introductions have been done I have something to announce!” The teacher said 

after Yufeng, Panghu, and Congming sat down. “To reduce stress from studying, we’ve decided to let 

everyone relax and add some spice to your twelfth-grade lives, we’re organizing a singing competition! 

The winners in class will proceed to compete with the other winners in their classes! This isn’t 

compulsory. Those who are interested can do a solo or even a group singing, and those who aren’t can 

also spectate! Of course, you don’t have to sing if you want to participate, you can rap too—isn’t that 

pretty popular these days?” 

The words caused a wave of laughter among the students. It was true, the twelfth grade was dry and 

boring, so small events like these gave them excitement! A singing contest. This used to be organized 

one or two grades before, and they didn’t think much of it. The moment they entered the twelfth grade, 

however, they had to study a lot more all of a sudden., and so these rare occasions were extremely 

valuable! 

And so, everyone was very responsive to what the teacher said. 

“You can all practice singing once you finish studying at night. It’s an extracurricular activity, but if you 

were to win the competition it’d be something worth celebrating!” The teacher said. “I hope everyone 

can participate! The top ten of the entire grade can win a sponsorship from a thousand to up to ten 

thousand!” 

“Wow—” Everyone got even more excited at the mention of prize money. The people at this school 

were rich, but most of them still got in using their grades—part of this percentage were from poor 

families, and ten thousand was a big sum for them! 

If just one singing competition was enough to get ten thousand, then it’d be worth it! 

And so, even those who wanted to be spectators were considering participating. 

“Yao Yao, do we want to enter?” Yushu said. 



“Of course.” Mengyao nodded. “Let’s go practice later.” 

Mengyao’s father was part of the board of this school, and as the Miss in this school, she naturally 

supported everything that the school organized, and so each time an event was hosted she’d always 

participate! 

She didn’t want people to be talking about her negatively since her identity was a little sensitive. She 

had to make an example. 

“We can’t do it at home, it won’t be as good as if we did it in a KTV! Let’s go do it at a KTV!” Yushu said, 

grabbing the chance to go out and play. 

“KTV…” Mengyao hesitated, but Yushu was right. The karaoke system at home was done when they 

renovated the place, but they rarely touched it and there weren’t any new songs in there. They didn’t 

even know if it worked, and so Yushu’s plan made sense. 

But Mengyao heard that KTV’s weren’t a particularly safe place, and there were a lot of society’s people 

there… Two girls like them, going to a place like that, wasn’t safe. “Then let Lin Yi come with us. Send 

him a text and see if he has time tonight.” 

“OH, okay!” She was about to do that regardless of whether Mengyao asked her to. 

“Ah, and call Tang Yun, too.” Mengyao felt that bringing LIn YI without Tang Yin wouldn’t be 

appropriate. 

“Tang Yun… Okay then!” Yushu nodded, a little unwilling. She subconsciously treated her as a love rival, 

but Mengyao seemed to have accepted her a lot more. Yushu wasn’t used to it. 

Xiaoxiao, on the other hand, was talking to Lin Yi about the competition. 

“Lin Yi, are you participating?” Xiaoxiao asked. 

“I can’t sing.” Lin Yi said flatly. 

“You don’t know how to sing? I’ll teach you, I know how to sing! We can do a duet!” Xiaoxiao suggested. 

“Not interested.” Lin Yi replied. 
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Approval 

Lin Yi wasn’t uninterested, but he didn’t know how to sing! He did hear his old man sing some old songs 

before, but he hadn’t even heard the newer songs these days, and he didn’t even know who a popular 

star like Xu Shihan was! 

And so Lin Yi never planned on entering any singing contest in the first place. 

“Maybe, you, me, and Tang Yun sis can become a singing trio?” Xiaoxiao said as she continued to entice 

Lin Yi. “Look, you’d have a girl to your left and a girl to your right, how nice would that be!” 



“Oh, go ask Tang Yun then.” Lin Yi felt that he’d rejected enough already, it was time to compromise a 

little… 

Pretending to be someone’s boyfriend wasn’t easy at all! He couldn’t let her know that he was faking it, 

too, and had to slowly accept her. To tell the truth, for Lin Yi, it was more difficult than leveling up his 

strength. 

Fortunately for him, Lin Yi didn’t hate her or anything. At the very least, during his time in Yanjing, he 

found himself getting to know this troublemaking girl from a new perspective. 

Lin Yi never said anything as Xiaoxiao continuously showed her love—this was because he didn’t know 

her real purpose. He was worried that she’d hurt Tang Yun, and so he ignored her. 

But now, Tang Yun knew the truth, and so Lin Yi decided that he’d just think of it as hitting on girls. He 

turned to look at Xiaoxioa. She was really cute, straightforward, and brave. She was mischievous, but 

considering her situation… It was perfectly understandable. 

“I’ll text her now!” Xiaoxiao quickly took out her phone, happy that Lin Yi said yes. 

But Lin Yi’s phone received a text before Xiaoxiao sent hers. 

Lin Yi looked at the phone—it was from Yushu. 

“Shield Bro, Yao Yao and I want to go to a KTV to practice tonight, will you come protect us? You can 

bring that family member of yours!” 

Family member? Tang Yun? Lin Yi grinned in his heart as he looked at the text. It was a good thing that 

Shu and the Miss’ attitude towards Tang Yun had changed as well, they weren’t enemies anymore. 

Shu asked politely, but Lin Yi had no reason to refuse. And so he said ‘okay’. 

“Who texted you?” Xiaoxiao thought that it was Tang Yun, and so she stopped typing. 

“Chen Yushu.” Lin Yi said. “She wants me to go to the KTV to practice with them.” 

“I’ll go then!” Xiaoxiao said. 

Lin Yi thought about it. Since the Miss said yes to him bringing someone with him, then might as well 

bring Xiaoxiao along. He nodded. “Alright, text Tang Yun then?” 

“Okay, I’ll do that!” Xiaoxiao said happily. 

The singing contest was organized by the twelfth grade, so the things Lin Yi’s teacher knew, Tang Yun’s 

did as well. 

Tang Yun saw the text from Xiaoxiao, asking to go KTVing with Lin Yi tonight. She said yes without 

thinking, wanting to give Xiaoxiao more opportunities to interact with Lin Yi. After all, who knew when 

her fate would strike? 

“Lin Yi, Tang Yun sis said yes, she’ll come with us.” Xiaoxiao was quite excited—she wasn’t expecting 

Tang Yun to accept her this easily! It seemed that as long as she worked hard, Lin Yi would come to like 

her in no time. 



“What did you say to her? I thought you guys had a bad relationship.” Lin Yi asked. 

“You wouldn’t understand the friendship between girls,” Xiaoxioa said. 

“…” Lin Yi didn’t say anything more. He knew, naturally, that Tang Yun must have started the agreement 

on Xiaoxiao’s terms… But he had to pretend he knew nothing. If he weren’t curious at all, that’d be 

suspicious! 

After school ended, Lin Yi was about to call the Miss and ask where they were headed when both of the 

girls had packed their bags and turned to look at him. 

It’d been him who drove Mengyao and Shu to school the past few days, and so there was no reason to 

hide their relationship anymore. He put down the phone and walked over to them, Xiaoxiao following 

close by. 

“Where are we going tonight?” Lin Yi said after approaching. 

“I don’t know. You know any good KTV’s?” Mengyao hadn’t been to somewhere like this before. 

“We’ll just look for one then.” Lin Yi said. “Wasn’t there a KTV parlor when we went for pool last time.” 

“We’ll go there then!” Mengyao nodded before looking at Shu. 

“Oh, Shield Bro, you bringing family?” Yushu remembered that Mengyao told her to ask Lin Yi to bring 

Tang Yun. 

“Here, here, family here!” Xiaoxiao said quickly before Lin Yi could speak. 

“You?” Yushu’s eyes went wide as she looked at Xiaoxiao, who’d popped out of nowhere. She was 

confused. “I’m looking for Shield Bro’s family member, which piece of onion are you anyway?” 

“I’m his family! You’re the onion—you’re a piece of garlic!” Xiaoxiao said, a little displeased as she 

glared. 

“You? How are you family?” Yushu paused. She didn’t know what Xiaoxiao came here for, and Mengyao 

was feeling troubled as well. Why was this girl sticking by Lin Yi’s side, claiming to be his family? 

But she didn’t say anything—not yet. That was how her personality was. 

“I’m Lin Yi’s mistress!” Xiaoxiao said gleefully as she looked at Yushu. 

“Ha?? You’re Shield Bro’s mistress? Impossible—I’m Shield Bro’s small wife!” Yushu glared. 

“You? Aren’t you just the best friend of his employer? Small wife? Did you receive Lin Yi’s approval, or 

his big wife Tang Yun sis’ approval?” Xiaoxiao said as she looked at Yushu, confident. 

“Yao Yao sis is Shield Bro’s big wife, and I’m the small wife—do I need approval for that?” Yushu said, 

not backing down. “What, you got permission?” 

“I’ve received permission from the big wife Tang Yun sis herself!” Xiaoxiao hmphed. “What about you? 

No approval, right? Then you’re just a fake small wife, a fake!” 



“I’ve received Shield Bro’s approval! You’re fake, you pirated small wife!” Yushu hmphed. “Ask Shield 

Bro then, if you don’t believe me!” 

“Lin Yi, this silly woman’s your small wife?” Xiaoxiao asked as she pointed at Yushu. 
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Needle vs Needle 

“Shield Bro, this idiot girl is your small wife?” Yushu said, her face saddened as she looked at Lin Yi. 

“Uh…” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. He didn’t expect for Yushu and Xiaoxiao to be fighting before Tang Yun and 

Xiaoxiao did! 

Yushu was a troublemaker, and Xiaoxiao was a troublemaker… They were both needles, pushing against 

each other without backing down! They weren’t even at the KTV yet, and the conflict had already 

begun! 

But just as Lin Yi was feeling troubled, someone came and offered help—it was none other than Xie 

Yufeng! 

Yufeng had walked up onto the podium at the front of the class, and his two followers were there by his 

side. 

“Everyone, quiet down, Master Xie has something to say!” Panghu announced. 

Everyone in the class was curious about this newcomer, and so they all put down their bags and looked 

up. 

“Hello, fellow students! It’s my first time in this class, and there’s not much I can do to help you guys, so- 

taking this chance of a singing contest, I’ve decided to pay for a KTV night today! I hope you’ll show up!” 

Yufeng said elegantly, as if it was the students doing him a favor, instead of him buying them something. 

Yufeng did know his way around the world. This made people like him automatically! 

After finishing, Yufeng looked around the classroom, not staying on anybody but focusing around Lin Yi! 

Three pretty girls were surrounding Lin Yi, and that annoyed him! 

There were only three school beauties in this class, but all of them seemed to have something to do with 

Lin Yi! This displeased him. 

Anywhere he went, he was the center of attention. Pretty girls jumped into his arms! Yet now, because 

of Lin Yi’s existence, something had changed. 

Xie Yufeng- House Yu’s Yu Feng- had come here with just an extra name in front. Panghu and Congming 

were also fake names he just came up with- their real identities were House Yu’s servants! 

Yufeng had come here to Songshan to investigate Lin Yi, but even so, he wanted to have some fun and 

not waste his trip! House Yu was pretty strict, and there weren’t many chances for him to hit on girls. 



Even though girls were jumping into his arms here and there in his old school, he worried that his father 

would find out… And so he kept a low profile, only doing a couple of one night stands here and there! 

Coming to Songshan, he was far from home, and he wanted to go full blast and play! Especially when he 

realized that there were a lot of pretty girls in class! 

Naturally, there were already two targets he had in mind. One was Pengzhan’s daughter Chu Mnegyao. 

If he played her, then that help Yu Kun relieve some anger! Another target, naturally, was Lin Yi’s 

girlfriend! 

He didn’t know which girl that was, but it didn’t matter. Any girl who was close with Lin Yi, Yufeng would 

make her his! He wouldn’t be able to go directly against Lin Yi, but it’d be pretty nice for now to steal his 

girls! 

Yufeng’s words received a good response from the class, including boys and girls. Not having to spend 

any money and have fun? Nobody would turn that down. 

What disappointed him, however, was that the students who accepted his offer didn’t include Lin Yi and 

the three girls surrounding him! 

Through Congming’s sources, Yufeng had already known who Mengyao, Yushu, and Xiaoxiao were! 

Mengyao did like to participate in school activities, but she naturally didn’t have much interest in group 

activities in class. She didn’t know Yufeng, either, so she wouldn’t want to go to a KTV with him. 

“Alright, Shu, stop it,” Mengyao said as she looked at Xiaoxiao. She didn’t know when she’d become Lin 

Yi’s little wife, but the girl kept saying that Tang Yun gave her approval! This was odd—would Tang Yun 

allow that? 

This was a little hard to swallow, wasn’t it? Xiaoxiao wasn’t even in school this past time, and Mengyao 

almost forgot about her! She didn’t think that Xiaoxioa would have much contact with Tang Yun, either, 

so the whole thing felt off. 

One look at Lin Yi, who looked like he wasn’t denying nor confirming the claim, made the Miss a little 

uncomfortable. If it weren’t for Lin Yi saving her life, she’d be in an outburst already! 

But she wasn’t She only told Yushu to stop arguing. 

“Yao Yao, this Feng Xiaoxiao’s suspicious! I suspect she has some ulterior motives, we can’t bring her 

with us!” Yushu said as she looked at Xioaxiao with hostility. She wanted to take her small wife position, 

she couldn’t allow that! 

“It’s fine, let’s go look for Tang Yun.” Mengyao felt that Yushu and Xaoxiao’s argument had no 

purpose—she’d understand what Xiaoxiao wanted after meeting with Tang Yun. 

“Oh. Well, you can pretend to be a small wife for a little while longer then!” Yushu said to Xiaoxiao. 

“You’re the one who’s fantasizing! If you’re the small wife, then who’s the big wife? Not Chu Mengyao, 

is it? As far as I know, she’s Lin Yi’s employer! You two really are good at coming up with fantasies!” 

Xioaixiao said, not backing down. 



Yushu was about to say something when Mengyao stopped her. “Shu!” 

“Oh.” Yushu glared once more at Xiaoxiao before leaving the room with her hand on Mengyao’s. Lin Yi 

smiled bitterly before following. 

There wasn’t much he could do about Xiaoxiao—he couldn’t explain the reasons in front of her, and 

he’d have to wait until they’ve returned to the villa before giving them details. Otherwise, there’d be 

plenty of misunderstandings waiting for them in the future! 

Yufeng, on the other hand, seemed to be happily discussing KTV plans with his classmates… Except for 

the corner of his eyes, paying attention to Lin Yi’s group. 

Hmph. Yufeng decided to let Lin Yi have his fun first as he stopped looking. He didn’t drop his plans here 

with the classmates just because Lin Yi and his girls didn’t participate. He was no fool. He understood 

that building his connections here would give him a firm footing in this class, and only then would he be 

able to do things smoothly. 

Lin Yi, Mengyao, Yushu, and Xiaoxiao walked out of their class to class nine. 

Tang Yun had already finished her packing and was waiting in front of her class with her bag. She 

nodded with a smile when she saw Mengyao and Yushu. 
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A Tie 

“Big sis Tang Yun!” Xiaoxiao quickly ran over and grabbed Tang Yun’s hand. 

Mengyao frowned a little as she looked at Xiaoxioa, and then at Tang Yun. She tried to guess what was 

happening. 

“Tang Yun, she’s claiming to be Shield Bro’s small wife, and she said that you’ve approved!” It was 

difficult for Mengyao to be asking this, but Yushu didn’t care, naturally. 

Tang Yun’s heart tightened—she hadn’t considered Mengyao and Yushu’s feelings! 

Tang Yun wasn’t stupid. She had a woman’s intuition and knew clearly what sort of feelings these two 

girls had towards Lin Yi. She was Lin Yi’s girlfriend, and that was what made them feel helpless and 

barely accepted it. 

Of course, they wouldn’t be happy when another girl jumped out of nowhere! 

But there was no way she could explain herself in front of Xiaoxiao. She only nodded helplessly. “Yes, 

she’s Lin Yi’s small wife!” 

Mengyao’s face changed instantly as she heard Tang Yun’s confirmation—she felt so wronged and 

helpless! 



What was this? She’d already, finally, managed to put down her Miss’ attitude, trying on her part to 

actively become friends with Tang Yun… And she pulled this small wife out of the blue? Even if she 

wanted a small wife she should’ve picked Shu, no? What was with this Feng Xiaoxiao? 

Her heart hurt—but she felt that it was due to the unfairness Shu was suffering. Yes, that was what it! 

“Shu, this is their business- not ours.” Mengyao turned away and pulled Shu’s hand before faintly 

looking at Lini Yi. “We’ll meet at that KTV then. Shu, let’s go.” 

“Oh…” Yushu gave Lin Yi a look. “Shield Bro, I thought you were better than this. You’ve disappointed 

me with this small wife.” 

With that, Yushu left with Mengyao without waiting for Xiaoxiao to speak up. Xiaoxiao could only 

swallow the words she wanted to say now that they’d left. 

Looking at Mengyao and Shu’s disappearing figures, Lin Yi sighed and smiled bitterly. It seemed that the 

two were angry this time! 

But what could he say? He looked at Tang Yun and realized that she had the same bitter smile as she 

looked at him. Lin Yi only gave her a look of consolation. 

Mengyao, while grabbing Yushu’s hand, stormed down the steps downstairs. 

“Oh, Yao Yao… You’re hurting me…” Yushu’s hand started to hurt from the grip. 

“Sorry, Shu…” Mengyao stopped, realizing that she’d been using too much strength. 

“It’s okay, Yao Yao. But I’m really sad! I’m so disappointed in Shield Bro!” Yushu felt her heart hurt. 

She’d always thought that Shield Bro had some feelings towards her, and if Tang Yun were to say yes, 

he’d be able to accept her and Yao Yao, but now… 

“Maybe it isn’t Lin Yi’s fault—didn’t you see that bitter smile on his face all the time?” Mengyao had 

been rather observant. “The issue probably lies within that Feng Xiaoxaio!” 

“Oh, I know! It must be Tang Yun! She thinks you and I pose a great threat, and so in order to fight us 

she got herself a small wife!” Yushu said with a turn of her wits. “Yao Yao, that Feng Xiaoxiao, after all, 

has a similar personality with mine! Tang Yun probably found her after studying us! This way we’d be 

tied against Tang Yun and her new small wife, we’ve lost the advantage!” 

“Huh?” Mengyao’s eyes went wide at Yushu’s argument—wasn’t this a bit much? Tang Yun, getting a 

small wife with a Yushu personality in order to have a tie? Mengyao couldn’t believe that—this wasn’t 

the way Tang Yun did things, was it? 

“Yao Yao, did you notice? Tang Yun seemed to be working on her chest recently, I think she got bigger 

boobs!” Yushu continued her analysis. “But even with big boobs she only makes up for one part of the 

battle—she was still one person, and so Shield Bro wouldn’t be able to do 3P! With no choice left, she 

got herself a small wife so she could offer the 3P experience as well!” 

Yushu’s words hit Mengyao hard… Although she did think that this analysis was a little ridiculous, but 

who knew if Tang Yun was thinking all these strategies? She admitted herself that Xiaoxiao was Lin Yi’s 

small wife… 



Mengyao was feeling rather troubled. “Even if that’s the case, that’s just Tang Yun’s actions… Lin Yi 

doesn’t have anything to do with it, right…” 

“Right, right! I knew it, Shield Bro wouldn’t abandon us!” Yushu was happy again at the thought. She 

swung her fist. “Yao Yao, look! You were still trying to be nice to Tang Yun, and look how she’s treating 

us! Getting a small wife to fight us, we might as well fight them to the end!” 

“What does it matter to us whether she gets Lin Yi small wives or not?” Mengyao said faintly. “Let’s 

leave it, Shu…” 

Yushu looked at Mengyao, and was about to say something—but she held it in. 

The two walked downstairs and entered Li Fu’s Bentley. Mengyao told Uncle Fu to go to the Business 

Street’s Tiandi entertainment district. 

Lin Yi, Tang Yun, and Xiaoxiao exited the school as well. 

“Xiaoxiao, you’re going on your Audi?” Lin Yi wanted to separate himself from Xiaoxiao and discuss 

strategies with Tang Yun, as well as give a call to the Miss. 

The two were angry, after all! 

“No, I’ll go with you guys.” Xiaoxiao shook her head. She didn’t want to drive alone. 

Lin Yi nodded, not saying anything. He came using Yushu’s beetle, and Xiaoxiao sat at the back on her 

own will, giving the seat to Tang Yun. Lin Yi, on the other hand, found it a little amusing. This Xiaoxiao 

seemed to have some potential for small wife material. 

Now that he’s said yes to Tianlong’s request, Lin Yi had already made mental preparations for the worst-

case scenario, and that was a full-on war between Xiaoxiao and Tang Yun, causing Tang Yun to suffer in a 

corner… But now, somehow, Tang Yun was able to make Xiaoxiao accept her, and completely willing 

become the small wife! 

On the car, Tang Yun tried a few times to talk to Xiaoxiao about Mengyao and Yushu, but she wasn’t 

close with her in the first place, so it’d probably backfire! In actuality, from Tang Yun’s perspective, she 

perfectly understood Mengyao and Yushu’s standpoint! 

Naturally, even if Lin Yi did want more girlfriends, it had to be the two of them, no? Now that he’s 

gotten a new Xiaoxiao out of the blue, it wouldn’t be comfortable for them at the least! Tang Yun hoped 

that the two would be able to understand them once Lin Yi explained their situation tonight… 

At Tiandi KTV, Lin Yi saw Li Fu’s Bentley. 

Smiling bitterly, he parked the car and got off. 
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Corrupted By Shu 



In the Bentley, Mengyao and Shu opened the door once they saw Lin Yi’s arrival. The Mengyao now had 

regained the cold Miss persona, proud and composed. Her behavior towards Lin Yi and Tang Yun was 

faint and flat, just like when they’d first met. 

“Lin Yi, go get a room.” Mengyao’s tone had regressed to their old employer-follower relationship. 

“Okay!” Lin Yi didnt’ say anything else, only nodding. 

But, just when he was about to enter the KTV, a couple of taxis stopped in front- and the people who got 

out of them were the students from class five, their class, including Yu Feng! 

Yu Feng had decided on this KTV as well. He hadn’t planned on going to the same one as Lin Yi, but 

Tiandi KTV was considered a luxurious place in Songshan, and he only made the decision after some 

students recommended the place! 

It seemed that he was right not to rush things. Luck was on his side! A smile crossed Yu Feng’s face. 

He’d already given up on interaction with Lin Yi tonight, but who would’ve thought that they’d end up at 

the same KTV place? 

“Hello, you guys are from class five too, right? You look familiar…” Yu Feng said as he approached Lin Yi’s 

group. 

Seeing Yu Feng walk towards Mengyao made Lin Yi stop in his tracks, quietly standing one meter away 

from Mengyao. 

This Yu Feng was a Mystic early peak, after all, and before he understood just what he was here for, he 

had to be on the defensive and be able to shield Mengyao from any danger. 

Lin Yi would well be able to stop Yu Feng before he did anything from a distance like this- even killing 

him would be doable. 

“Yes, is something the matter?” Mengyao didn’t want to join them, but now that they’d come and said 

hello she couldn’t just ignore them. After all, she was the daughter of a member of the school’s board. 

Image was important here, and that was what she always reminded herself. 

“Haha, we’re here to practice our singing too. We could go together? It’d be more fun with more 

people.” Yu Feng said as he kept the corners of his eyes on Tang Yun, Xiaoxiao, and Yushu, keeping a 

longer glance at those mountains on Yushu’s chest. His eyes shined with the look of a pervert. 

A feast. If he were to have this in his hands, it’d be certainly very pleasurable. He looked at Tang Yun and 

Xiaoxiao- all of them were masterpieces! 

“Thank you, but we don’t like big crowds.” Mengyao shook her head and refused. “We’ll stay out of your 

way, goodbye.” 

With that, Mengyao grabbed Yushu’s hand and walked towards the KTV door. 

Only then did Lin Yi turn around and walk behind Mengyao and her group, not even looking at Yu Feng. 

“Fuck!” Yufeng said softly. “Who the hell do you think you are, some princess? I’ll ride you under me 

sooner or later, and make you croak like a frog!” 



After that, he turned around and regained his usual smile as he looked at the students. “Haha, it seems 

like they aren’t interested in me. Let’s go then!” 

The students were grateful for Yufeng’s generosity tonight, but they were afraid of Lin Yi at the same 

time, not daring to say anything bad about him. Even Pinliang and Ruoming were beaten up by him, of 

course, they wouldn’t say anything. 

Yufeng’s comment about Lin Yi and Mengyao were supposed to have some response from the group, 

but everything was quiet! It made him even more displeased, but he didn’t show it. He quietly talked to 

Congming. “Go see what room they’re in!” 

Congming nodded and left to ask the staff. 

The staff member didn’t think much of it, assuming that these were classmates of Tang Yun and 

assumed their group. He told them the number without hesitation. 

Yufeng acted as if he didn’t know anything when he ordered his big room. He walked upstairs with his 

classmates… 

Lin Yi’s room, on the other hand, was a medium room, quite comfortable for even five people. 

Lin Yi didn’t know how to sing, so he only sat down on the sofa casually. 

Tang Yun, naturally, sat beside him. 

But Xiaoxiao didn’t hesitate to sit on the other side! As a result, Lin Yi was surrounded. 

Yushu was a little displeased once she saw that. 

“Hey, you’re in my spot!” She glared at Xiaoxiao. 

“Your spot? I don’t see your name here?” Xiaoxiao only pouted her lips as she glared back. 

“I always sit beside Shield Bro,” Yushu said. 

“Well, that’s only when I’m not there!” Xiaoxiao said as if it were a fact. “Now that I’m here, naturally I’ll 

be the one sitting beside him. 

“Shield Bro, look! She’s bullying Lil’ Shu!” Yushu said with puppy eyes as she looked at Lin Yi. “What, you 

don’t like Little Shu anymore?” 

“I’ll stand then. You guys sit.” Lin Yi stood up helplessly, not knowing what he should do. He couldn’t 

explain, either, and could only endure in silence. 

“I’m not sitting either, you can have it.” Xiaoxioa stood up happily. 

“I’ll sit then!” Yushu sat down happily on Xiaoxiao’s previous spot. 

The next instant, Xiaoxiao felt like she’d fallen for the bait! Lin Yi had stood up, but he’ll have to sit down 

eventually! Tang Yun hadn’t stood up, either, so Lin Yi would have to sit beside her eventually. Then, 

wouldn’t he be sitting with Yushu as well? 



At the thought, she quickly sat down on Lin Yi’s previous seat, between Yushu and Tang Yun. She didn’t 

care anymore. 

“What are you guys singing? I’ll order songs for you.” Lin Yi wasn’t interested in singing, but ordering 

songs was a simple chore. He knew from just one glance. 

Mengyao was feeling a little exasperated. Xiaoxiao and Yushu were arguing right after entering the 

room. She wondered just what this Xiaoxiao was up to. 

Her instincts told her that Tang Yun wasn’t the type of person Shu was accusing her of. Could it be that 

she felt threatened by the advantage Shu and her had, so she’s gotten herself a small wife just for the 

3P? 

But, if it were the case, couldn’t she just get Shu and her to do a 4P? Why Xiaoxiao? 

Mengyao froze at the thought. What on Earth was she thinking about? How could she have come up 

with such an impure thought? It… It certainly was Yushu, it must be her who corrupted her! 

“I want to sing Xu Shihan’s song…” Mengyao said to Lin Yi, her face a little red as she pushed away the 

nasty thoughts in her head. 

Chapter 999: The Attentive Xie Yufeng 

 

The Attentive Xie Yufeng 

“Oh, I want Xu Shihan’s song too! I’ll sing with Mengyao!” Yushu said. 

“Are there any boy-girl duets? Let’s sing it together, Lin Yi!” Xiaoxiao said. 

“I can’t sing, you guys sing.” Lin Yi quickly stopped the momentum before Yushu jumped in. 

Yushu, as expected, was very happy at Lin Yi’s response. “Oh, pretty disappointed aren’t you, now that 

Shield Bro said no to you?” 

“So what? He didn’t want to sing in the first place, he’d say no to you too!” Xiaoxiao said. 

“How do you know he’d say no? We sing every day, we party and sing on the moon every day!” Yushu 

said. 

“Sing at the moon? You sing at midnight or something?” Xiaoxiao looked at her. 

“Shield Bro, Yao Yao, and I are always doing 3P at night, every night we party on the bed!” Yushu said 

gleefully. 

“3P??” Xiaoxiao didn’t believe what she was saying but didn’t want to back down. “3P, huh? We’ve 

already gotten tired of that, what we do now is roleplay, uniform! That thing you do is already way 

outdated!” 

“Roleplay? Uniform?” Yushu’s brain adapted quickly. “We do that all the time too, Yao Yao and I play 

Happy Sheep, and Shield Bro’s the Big Bad Wolf…” 



“Hahaha!” Xiaoxiao laughed loudly. “Roleplay? That’s playing house for kids! I’m talking about an 

airplane stewardess or a white-collar… Don’t you see Tang Yun sis wearing her uniform all the time? 

That’s called school uniform roleplay!” 

“Ah- I… Oh… ” Yushu barely managed to continue. “Ours is roleplay too, don’t you know that song? The 

wolf loves sheep with intense love…” 

Tang Yun looked at Mengyao a little apologetically, waving her hand helplessly. She couldn’t explain to 

Mengyao, and this was the only way to express that she wasn’t hostile… 

Mengyao paused at that expression on her face—did Tang Yun not mean to bring this Xiaoxiao over? 

Tang Yun’s bitter smile coupled with Lin Yi’s bitter smile made her even more suspicious- just what was 

the process that led to Xiaoxiao becoming Lin Yi’s small wife? 

At that point, Xu Shihan’s song started sounding from the machine, and Mengyao took her microphone. 

“Alright, Shu, stop fighting! It’s my song!” 

Yushu shut up and ignored Xiaoxiao. 

Xiaoxiao couldn’t say anything either, and so she shut up to listen to Mengyao as well… 

The atmosphere in the room lost some of its tension, and Lin Yi let out a breath of relief. Tang Yun did 

the same. 

Xiaoxiao was here as well, but Mengyao didn’t hold back. She was confident and proud, after all, and 

while she never sang in front of outsiders, one had to admit that her voice was pleasant to listen to. She 

wasn’t as good as the trained singers, but she had a good voice—she didn’t need to try imitating 

anybody, and only needed to sing her voice out to touch the listener’s soul. 

Lin Yi liked the Miss’ voice—he didn’t know if Xu Shihan’s song was good in the first place, or if it’s the 

Miss’ singing that was good, but this was the first time he fell in love with this song. He decided to 

download it once he got home. 

The Miss was halfway through the song when a knock came from outside. 

Assuming it was the waiter here to serve them snacks and drinks, she only waited until a brief pause in 

the song to call out to the door. “Come in!” 

Lin Yi had ordered some snacks before entering the room, and while it was a little expensive to do that 

in a KTV, it wasn’t much money to Lin Yi. 

But the person who came in the room wasn’t a waiter at all, it was Xie Yufeng! 

Xie Yufeng pushed open the door and entered, clapping his hands. “I heard your beautiful voice just 

outside- it was the angel’s tune! It’s wonderful! I almost wanted to record it and set it as my ringtone!” 

Mengyao looked at Yufeng faintly. It didn’t feel like he was praising her at all. She only nodded. “Do you 

need anything?” 

“I invited you guys earlier but you didn’t come, so I ordered some snacks for you. They’ll arrive soon!” 

Yufeng smiled. “We’ll be classmates in the future, it’s just a small gesture!” 



“It’s fine, we already ordered.” Mengyao declined faintly, not knowing why she felt some familiarity 

when she looked at this person. It put her on alert. 

Lin Yi felt that he’d seen him somewhere before, too, but had put all his focus on his strength. The little 

detail had long since slipped his mind! 

A student at Mystic early peak? This did stun him. 

Yufeng didn’t say anything, but walked in and sat beside Yushu instead. 

He planned to make his move on Yushu first, and he felt himself barely holding back from pushing her 

down once he saw that rack! Yufeng’s body was filled with lust, after all- he was only good at holding 

and hiding it in front of his father! 

But, as a Mystic class, even if he had ten women each night, he’d still be filled with energy! A Mystic 

class had amazing stamina, after all, and a little lust was reasonable in that regard. 

“Haha, nice to meet you, pretty girl! I’m Xie Yufeng!” Yufeng said elegantly as he put out his hand, 

looking deep into Yushu’s eyes as he smiled. 

“Take your hand away, don’t block me! I’m trying to watch Yao Yao sing!” Yushu impatiently waved her 

hand away, telling him not to block her with it. 

Yushu’s words froze Yufeng’s expression. A trace of anger flashed across his face, but he quickly pressed 

it down. 

“Haha, you embarrass me, pretty girl!” Yufeng said, intentionally self-mocking. 

“Stop talking, I’m trying to listen to Yao Yao!” Yushu glared at Yufeng. 

“He looks pretty handsome to me, why don’t you go be his small wife? He seems to like you, too.” 

Xiaoxiao said as she looked at the forward Yufeng, gleeful at Yushu’s predicament. 

“Why don’t you go be his small wife?” Yushu snapped back, not listening to the song anymore. 

“Sadly, she’s not interested in me, it’s you she wants!” Xiaoxiao said, face saying that she thought it was 

a pity. 

Chapter 1000: Mistake 

 

Mistake 

“Haha, you must be joking, pretty girl—of course, I’d be interested in you. I was just here keeping quiet, 

thinking that you wouldn’t think the same!” Yufeng didn’t know about the conflict between Xiaoxiao 

and Yushu, and assumed that Xiaoxiao was being jealous of Yushu because he talked to her! 

Hearing Xiaoxiao call him handsome convinced him that she liked him, and so, he decided that hitting on 

this girl was fine too. She wasn’t as fully endowed as Yushu, but was pretty as well! 

“Then she guessed right, I’m not interested in you,” Xiaoxiao said, nodding deeply. 

“Wha?” Yufeng froze from the words, his face growing dark. 



What was wrong with this Feng Xiaoxiao? So she wasn’t interested? Then what was she talking about? 

A conqueror’s impulse swelled inside Yufeng’s heart. After all, he was unstoppable when it came to 

hitting on girls! In Yanjing, everyone knew his status as House Yu’s young master, and the number of 

people who jumped into his arms was uncountable! Even those who were purer—who didn’t take the 

initiative—as long as he did, it would be a breeze! 

So Xiaoxiao and Yushu’s disinterest made him feel like it was a challenge! From what he could see, these 

two girls were close to Lin Yi… But! With his experience, he could tell that the two were still virgins! 

This made him even more excited to make a move. From what he could see, if he were to take Lin Yi’s 

girlfriends’ first time, then it’d be his win over him! Even though House Yu wouldn’t be able to do 

anything to Lin Yi, it’d still be a form of revenge! 

And so, Yufeng smiled, not minding it. “Haha, you’re quite funny, pretty girl…” 

Knocking came from the door. 

“Please enter!” Yufeng said loudly as if he were the host of the room- it only made Yushu and Xiaoxiao 

despise him more. 

But Yufeng didn’t mind—he didn’t notice their expressions at all in the dark! He assumed that the waiter 

had brought the snacks he ordered, and so he put his focus on the waiter. 

“Good evening, customers. This is your fruit plate and snacks, please enjoy.” The waiter said as he put 

the items on the table before leaving. 

“Haha, here, it’s my treat! Pretty girls, please, enjoy this fruit plate!” Yufeng said gracefully with a wave 

of his hand to Yushu and Xiaoxiao. 

Tang Yun was a distance away, and Yufeng’s attention had limits—he decided to work on Xiaoxiao and 

Yushu first since Mengyao and Tang Yun was his for the taking eventually anyways. He didn’t need to 

rush. 

“Your treat?” Yushu said as she looked at him despicably. “Shield Bro bought this fruit place for us, 

you’re using it to treat us?” 

“Wha?” Yufeng paused. “Shield Bro? Who’s that? This is my fruit plate, I ordered it with snacks earlier, I 

even… uh…” 

He realized something was wrong. He ordered flowers too! That was his weapon for hitting on girls, but 

that waiter didn’t bring it in. He forgot about that due to his rush to show off! 

Another knock came from the door! 

Yufeng relaxed and breathed out- heaven was helping him. He stood up. “Come in!” 

This time, it was his- along with two flowers! 

Yufeng looked at the flowers, becoming confident as he took them and went to Xiaoxiao and Yushu. 

“Now mine has arrived, help yourself! Don’t be shy!” 



But there was nowhere to put his stuff on the table anymore. Lin Yi’s items were still on it! 

Lin Yi had continuously kept a cold eye on Yufeng ever since he entered—he had his suspicions, and 

from the way he was speaking, Lin Yi felt that this was the classic narcissist. Although, being a Mystic 

early peak from a young age, it was understandable for him to have extreme pride! 

Yufeng’s intentions were clear as day as he approached the girls—he wanted to hit on them! 

Lin Yi naturally wouldn’t stop him from doing so, only watching from the side. He knew that as long as 

Yufeng played by the rules, nothing would work out for him. Lin Yi was starting to feel a little sorry for 

him! 

He could’ve gone for any other girl, but had chosen Yushu and Xiaoxiao—what awful fate awaited this 

man? Was his life too happy, perhaps? 

“Haha, there’s still food here, so I’ll put this aside first- come and help yourself once you’re done!” 

Yufeng didn’t want to keep holding onto the fruit plate and snacks, and so he put it on a shelf some 

distance away before taking out the two flowers. He went in front of Yushu and Xiaoxiao. “Pretty girls, 

these are for you…” 

“Oh, thanks!” Yushu didn’t reject it, taking it directly. 

Yufeng was overjoyed at the sight! It seemed that using flowers was the right choice. It worked on all 

girls! 

Xiaoxiao looked at Yushu accepting the flowers. “What, you’re ready to abandon your Shield Bro and be 

Xie Yufeng’s mistress?” 

Mistress? Yufeng was only even happier as he heard that- it seemed that these two were more open 

than he thought! If being a mistress was alright, then they would probably be fine with him having 

multiple mistresses! Couldn’t he take all of them at once, then? 

With that, he quickly explained. “I’m a fair man—I treat my big wife and small wife as equals, and I do 

spoil my small wives!” 

“See? Hurry up and bring your Yao Yao sis, there are two wife spots right there!” Xiaoxiao said to Yushu. 

“Why don’t you bring your Tang Yun sis and take those spots?” Yushu asked. 

“You accepted his flowers, I didn’t!” Xiaoxiao said. 

“I took them for Shield Bro!” With that, Yushu stood up and brought the flowers to Lin Yi, giving them to 

him. “Here, Shield Bro! For you!” 

 


